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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The church has been and still is one of the most important 
social institutions of our society. Although church membership is 
growing throughout the nation as a whole, there are areas where tha 
rate of growth is decreasing or where there is a decline . in member­
ship, These areas are predominantly rural and are characterized by 
a decrease in rural population, a high rate of out-migration, and an 
increase in the size of farms , South Dakota is one of these areas. 
While the membership of the churches of South Dakota is increasing, 
this increase is taking place largely in the urban areas. The rural 
church has had to face the problems of loss of trained �eadership 
1 
and productive population with little or no help from outside _sources. 
With these problems in mind, concerned clergymen and laymen 
of Aberdeen, South Dakot.a , and the sm�rounding area formed, dm:·:i.ng 
the winter of 196.5-1966 ,  an inter-deno:rninational organization 
which became kno-vm as the Aberdeen Area �1:l:rdstry o This organization 
' gained the financial support of the national boards of missions of 
the participating .dano11linations and engaged the services of a 
resident director. 
In April 1966 , the Plartl1ing Con:mrl.ttee of the Aberdeen Area 
Ministry (AAM) · met in Ab-erdeen c At this meeting Professor Howard M. 
Sau.or and Dr . Robert Mo  D.i.J:t.rl. t of the Rural Sociology Department , 
South Dakota. State University , suggested that a study of members ' 
att,itudes toward their church might assist ti.te AJu'vi in its task of 
2 
helping the rural churches help themselves. 
The present study was . develop3d as a result of this sugge stio� 
and seeks to identify soma of the attitudes church members of the 
Aberdeen area hold concerning their churches as they now exist and as 
they may develop in the future , · 
CHAPTER I 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The theoretical framework of this thesis is derived from 
three areas of sociology : (1) the concept of social systems ; 
(2 )  reference group theory; and ( 3) social change. 
I ,  Social System§ 
. 3 
The idea of a systems approach to the study of society is as 
old as sociology itself , Included as an integral part of Herbert 
Spencer ' s  theory of society was the :idea. of organic systems. It was 
tho sociological functionalists who isolated and gave ��stra.ct form 
to the concept of organic systems thus making it a unit of so�iolog­
. 1 1 . 1 :i.ca ana ysis . 
Vilfredo Pareto forged the link between organicism and func­
tionalism by g:i.v-ing abstract form to the concept of system • .Accord­
ing to Pareto, society is a system in equil:tbriun1 in which change in 
any one of the parts will affect the other parts a11d the whole. The 
state of the system at any given time is determined by three con­
ditions : ( 1 )  the extrahuman environment; (2) other elements exterior 
to the society at the tilne ; and (3)  +he iru1er · elements _ of the system 
such as interests, knowledge, residues ,  and derivations, all of which 
1Don Ma.rtin a.le , The Na.t1 �0 ex1 . Typ..-2s of Soc:i.olo ica.l Theory, 
(Boston : Houghton Mifflin =cm;p�ey,--: 1 96oT;Pe%6-& 
are manifestations of sentiments.2 
The idea of society in a state· of equilibl--iU.in 1neans that 
there exist in society forces which  maintain the form of the society 
or which allow for change to occur in an uninterrupted manner. The 
social system reacts to external forces in such a manner as to re­
store itself to its original �tate through the use of inner forces 
which consist of sentilnents of revulsion against anything that dis­
turbs the inner equilibrium. 3 
George c .  Ho�na11s views the group as a social system. The 
elements of group behavior are : (1) activities, or what men do, 
(2) interaction, which occurs if activity follows or is stimulated 
�) 
by the activity of another, and ( 3) sentiment, or the internal state 
of the actor.4 These three elements and their interrelations consti­
tute the social system. 
Homans also draws a distinction bet·ween external and internal 
segments of the social system. The external system is the state of 
activities, interactions , and sentiments plus their interrelation­
ships o The internal system is composed of detailed group behavior . 5 
Homans demonstrates bis theoretical proposit.ions :in his work 
2Nicholas Tirn.asheff, Sociologica J�eory : Its Nature and 
Growth p ( revised ed, ;  New York : Random House , 1963) , p. 160. 
3Ibid " f 
4rbid e ,  . --· 
5rbid .., 
p.  161 . 
P� 257 . 
4 
� Human Group. Emphasis is given in this work to norms and social 
control, social control being identical to Pareto ' s  �onception of the 
restoration of equilibrium, 
According to Loomis and Beegle . social systems can.be thought 
of as existing on two levels of abstraction. On the first level, 
"a social _system may be considered a concrete interactive social 
structure, • • •  On a more abstract level a. social system may be 
vieued as a unit • • •  in which patterns of relationships prevail 
fron generation to generation and from region to region, u6 We will 
concern ourselves with social s ystems as concrete entities the most 
important characteristic of which is a high degree of meaningful, 
patterned social interaction, ? It is through the use of this defi­
nition that we are able to think of a church or a congregation as a 
social systeme 
1be key elements of a social system are seven in nmnber : 
(1) roles , or expected behavior in a given situation; (2) status , 
or the ranking of individuals based on certain quail ties and traits 
deemed important by the group ; ( 3 )  authority, or the right and power 
of certain niem e1"s to influence others ; (4) rights , (or the relative 
immw..ity from authority and dut. es) associated 1-rlth a person ' s  role ; 
(5) ends ru:1d object:tves �  w ethel"' it be the maintenance of the status 
6c11t1rles P o . oo.\ ·' s and J A11f1,n Beegle , Rr1ral S9..£iQ]..£,;?;Z,: The 
Str��gy .Qf fp�n?' s (Englewood Cliffs 1 N � J . : Prent.ice-Hal" , Inc o ,  
1957) , p. 1 o  
7Ibiqo , PP o 2-3 � 
5 
quo or the quest for certain changes in the social order ; (6 )  norms, 
· or rules by which the social system is governed and ·maintained ;  and 
( 7) territoriality, or the physical facilities and space require­
ments or" the social system. 8 
Loomis and Beegle subdivide these key elements of a social 
system into those which form the structure of the system--role-s, 
status, and authority--and those which form the value orientation 
of the social system--ends or objectives and norin.s. 9  
With this brief discussion of social systems and their ele­
ments,  we now tu.rn to an exa.mina.ti.on of the concept of reference 
group. 
II . Reference Group Theory 
The concept of reference group has gained a place ill sociol­
ogical theory because of its focus on the structure and functions 
of the social envi1�onment of the i11d.h1'icb .. 1al . 1 0  
In an attempt to clarify the concept of reference group Merton 
st.ates that it includes more than the st.udy of man in relation to the 
groups of which he is a part o It goes beyond this in that it seeks 
to analyze the relationships of men to groups other than their 
8charles P () Loomis and J ft Allan Beegle , Rural Social §ypte:m-2., 
(New York : P.rentice-Hall P Inc ., , 1950) , Pc  5 ,  
· 1 0Robert K e  Merton, Social 11?-.� � Socj_al Structure , 
(Glencoe, r 1 . : The Free Press , 1 9.57 ) , p "  281 . 
6 
own • • •  t rand it is the problems centered about this fact of orien­
tation to nonmembership gro�ps that constitute the distinctive con­
cern of reference group theory. 1 11 1  
A reference group is a social group with which an individual 
identifies. It is from his reference groups that an individual de- ·· 
• '  
rives his norms, attitudes , and values .  'lfle also derives significant 
social categories , both the ones to which he is assigned and the ones 
with which he is • • • contrasted. 1 11 2 
7 
According to Harold H. Kelly, reference groups serve two 
distinguishable functions and are of two varieties .  uThe first of 
these is that of setting and enforcing standards for t..�e person • • • •  
The second function is that of serving as or being a standard or com­
parison point against which a person can evaluate himself and 
others . 1 113 
Any group can be a reference group for the individual as long 
as it is a source of the pe1"so11 's  self-conception or his conception 
of the groups of which he is a member. 14 In fact, a reference group 
1 1Ibi<J.o , p. · 282. 
12Ifanford Kuhn , l fReference Group, • 1 ! Dictionary of the Social 
Sciencas , ( 1 st .  ed o ;  1964) , P e  580 0 
13Harold H.  Kelley, "Tvvm Functions of Reference Groups , 1 1  
Reading� i!_l Social PsycholO.fil:.� ed . Go E o  Swanson , To Mt> Newcomb, 
and E ,  L ,  Hartley (New York : Hem,y Holt & Co o , 1 952) f pp . 410., �-1L} , 
_14Ha.r1�y C e  Bred;meier and �icha.rd M ei Step ·l.enson, Tl;e Ag.?-l�s�:.s 
of Soc:la.1 System.S p (New York : Holt , Rinehart a 1d Winston , Inc. i 
_{, __ __ 1-902) ' p .  38 0 . 
need not be a group at a11. 15 It may be a social category or another 
· person as well as a group. 1q 
Reference groups may also be either positive or negative de­
pending on whether the individual favorably perceives and adopts the 
norms of the group or whether he rejects those norms, 17 
Tamotsu Shibutani in an article in the American Journal of 
SocioloP;Y- differentiates three ways in which the concept of reference 
group is used, each one alluding to a different meaning of the con­
cept. The first usage is in the designation of that group which 
serves as the reference point in m.aldng comparisons or contrasts 
about one 's  self. A second referent of the concept is that group 
\ in which the actor aspires to gain .or maintain acceptance . The third 
usage of the concept signifies that group whose perspective consti­
tutes the frame of reference of the a.ctor. 18 
15Bredemeier and Step.i.'1.enson in their book The Analysis of 
Social Systems , define a social group as: ( 1 )  a relatione"hip in 
,�uch the action of one , ember is taken into account in the actions 
of the others ; (2) the members consider themselves as members of the 
group and are so considered by the other members; (3) the rights and 
obligations binding upon the members are not binding upon non­
members . p .  32 .  
16rbig,. , p .  33 . A social category consists of persons who 
possess sj_milar social characteristics, su.ch as age, sex, income , 
race , or religion , but do · not act in terms of these categories as 
a group o 
17Ib:i.d" ,  P ei  JS • 
. 18Tano · su Shibu.t�ni , "Referance Groups as Perspectives , " 
The American Jo11.rri...al of: Sociolo2:L Vol o  60 , (November , 1 955) , 
pp G 562•:_569:-
8 
It is the opinion of this author as it is that of Sh..i.butani 
that the third use of the concept pr�rldes the most usefulness to 
research. It is in this context that the concept of reference group. 
·will be used in this study e 
The third area of sociology to be discussed in this chapter 
is that of. social change . 
III. Social Cha.nge 
In their book Modern Sociological Theo1::v.,, Howard Becker and 
Alvin Boskoff de"fine social change as follows: 
Social change refers to the intelligible process in which we can 
discover significant alternatives in the structure and function­
ing of determinate social systems. 1 9 
9 
The authors then make a distinction between social cha.n�e and 
cultural change by differentiatir.g between the two concepts on the 
basis of observable interaction among persons o The social aspect of 
change is d�lineated as "patterns of association and relations 
through which persons influence or motivate one a.nothel." e tt The cu.1-
tu.ral aspect of change is characterized a.s the products of the pat · 
terns of association and relations in the form of communicable values, 
norms , and standards �20 
·while these two concepts are only analytically sep!i.rate, there · 
1 9How·e,1'd Becker and Alvin Boskoff � ModeI·n §ociologicv
-:.
1. :fheo;-cy 
j�n Cont.inuJ.:i.:,y_ �!1Ei Chart�, ( New York : The Drydon Press , 1 95'7 ) , 
Po 26J., 
201·0; a.:'\ P zc.., , 1
_;;;:__o 11 6 v-r ti 
10  
is  a me8.sure of independence as well as  interdependence bett-reen the 
social and cultural spheres � Changes which take place in one sphere · 
need not necessarily correspond to changes in the other. 21 The 
reason for the importance of many social reform movements and the 
persistence of social problems is found in the erroneous assumption 
that desired adjustments in one realm will produce c orresponding 
adoption in the other. 
After a review of several of the theories of social change 
Becker and Boscoff then present their scheme of social c hange based 
on five problem areas. 22 
1,  Sources of Social Deviation 
Soci�:tl change is characterized as 1 1collecti ve devia­
tions from established patterns. " With the present emphasis 
on societies as f'w:ictioning systems, deviation has been 
accepted as relatively "normal" and thus re.search has involv­
ed the analysis of two t,ypes of c onditions : ( 1 ) sources of 
stra:ins , tensions, and understanding ; and (2) permissive but 
somewhat unconscious variations . 23 There are internal situ­
ations which produce deviation and chano;e . 
Four potential sou.rc,es  of deviation are considered :  
( 1) role c onflicts, ( 2 )  the blockage of need pa.tterns p 
- 21Ibido ,  P o  267 0 
22Ibid� , PP e 289-301 . 
( :3) crisis, and (4) cultural integration. 
2. Innovation 
Regardless of the source of deviation it manifests it­
self in the process of innovation either in an independent 
creation or in the creative application of· some pattern. 
1 1  
Recently innovation has been recognized a s  a stage in 
the over-all process  of social change. This problem has been 
approached from two directions . First, "the structural­
institutional orientation which emphasizes the socio-cultural 
matrix of innovation and tries to determine the major insti­
tutional areas and component social systems from which i1mo­
vatio11s are principally derived • • • • n21+ Second, the person­
al approach to i1mo,rat.ion w11ich focuses on the differential 
characteristics of innovators and the manner in which such 
persons recombine or reinterpret the socio-cultural ma.terials. 
3, Appraisal of Innovati.011s 
Upon the r cog1rl.tion of the idea. · that change was not 
an inevitable process within a society, researchers began to 
study th.e eaction of persons to innovations and new experi­
enc s as a p 1.ase in social change o 
Basically this research has concentrs.ted on f om" foci : 
the innovation, the iru1ovator, the agents of diffusi�n, and 
the appraisers. 
4, Th§. Transitional Pl� 
The social appraisal of innovation is  a constant 
feature of change and may be divided into -two phases, experi­
.mental and decision making . The initial acceptance of in o­
vations correspond v-.ri th the trial period, . which gives way to 
the social decision to (1) reject the provisionally accepted 
innovations, (2)°  to fully accept the new patterns, or ( 3) to 
foster an attachment to both the established and the in ova­
tive which leads to tensions and social cleavages within the 
), 
society . This latter situation constitute s the period of 
transition. 
5, Institutional and ;J;:ntegrative Problems 
The predominant feat·ure of the final phase of the 
12 
social change process consists of legitimation of new patterns 
and the strateg:tc areas of the existing socio-cultural pattern. 
The process of integration of an innovation into t.he socio­
cultural pattern is  complicated by experimental attempts to 
either ( 1) ma..rinri.ze the benefits of the innovation, or (2) aid 
in acjusting to un�oreseen difficulties  generated by the new 
patterns .  In either case :tnnovations must become institution­
alized in order for them to continue to be accepted by the 
society., 
William :F'. Ogburn in his book Social Change_ presents 
several theoretical generalizations about social and, cu..1 tural 
·change - the most important of which is his hypothesis of 
cultural lag . · 
13 
According to Ogburn the fundamental factor of cultural 
change- is the accumulation of cultural forms which result from 
i.nvention and discovery . 25 The basic elements of change are 
invention, discovery, and adaptation of cultural elements . 
The difference between material culture and adaptive culture 
is fundamental to Ogbu.rn 1 s theory. The real sources of change 
are found in material invention--tools , weapons, and technical 
processes ,  which form the material culture � \· 
. 
The adaptive 
culture ref�rs to the rest of man' s social and institutional 
Jj_fe, which adapts to the material base . There i s  a consid­
erable amou_Dt of interfer0nce with this adjustn1ent process 
originating from vested interests in the present situation ,  
fear of change , conservatism toward change , and social 
pressures o 
Cul tu.re once in existence persists because it has uti1.,, . .­
i ty.  Forces that produce changes are the discovery of new 
cultural elements that have superior u.tility f in which 
case the old utilities tend to be replaced by th-a new. 
The slmmess of cu.l ture to change lies in the d.ifficu.l ties  
of creating and adoptirig new ideas . 26 
Social problems are created by such lack of adjustment. o 
27rfartindale p op. cit o , p.  325 0 
26lbiqc , Po  J26 3 
2 1 6 0 3 6 :souTH DAKOTA STATE U N IVERS ITY L IBRARY 
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In the 1952 edition of Social Change , Ogburn looks back 
on his theory and rei-terates several of his main points. 
Cultural evolution is explained by four factors : 
invention, accumulation, diffusion and adjusbnent. In­
vention is either mechanical or social, resulting from the 
operation of three factors : mental activity, demand and ·· 
the existence of other cultural · elements. Accumulation 
occurs when more elements are added to the cultural _ 
b�se than are lost. Diffusion represents the spread of 
inve.ntions o Adjustment is forced when an invention 
interacts with other cultural elements . The most gen­
eral ·process of such adjustment appears with the lag 
between material and non-material culture. 27 
Lo�mis _ ano. Beegle view social change from the perspec­
tive of the social s ystem. In viewing changes that take place 
in the social system they feel that it is essential to include 
� 
the concepts of equilibriu.m, - both internal and external, 
boundry maintenance, integration, and solidarity.28 
t rEquilibritun is a state in which , if a force is appliecl 
to a system some typa of modification is produced within the 
system. When the force is remoYed the system returns to its 
origi11al state o 029 Equilibriuru implies an interrelatedness 
and ordering of the elements within the system. Likewise , it 
implies interaction with the other systems of the co1nmunit.y in 
such a manner as to maintain a dynmrd.c equilibrium among the 
interrelated systems. Any attempt to initiate change ,dthin 
27 �q Po 327 . .. 
· 28Loo:mis a.nd Beegle , Rure.1, Sociolggx, op" ci t o , p .  8 G 
one system also affects the other systems and is  resisted 
since  there is a vested interest in maintaining the systems 
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as they are . Thus both internal and external forces which 
change the eq,rl.librium impose strain on the system and are met 
with resistance . This res · stance takes the form of boundary 
maintenance 'Which seeks to • ·• , "retain the present identity, 
value orientation, and interaction pattern of the social 
system. rr30 If integration is present within the system , the 
members 1-rlll fu.n.ction as a unit in moving the system toward 
its goal . - Solidarity refers to the extent to which the 
members identify with the norms , values, and ends of the 
system. 
IV . Synthes; s and Application 
The integration of these three areas of sociology into a theo­
retical framework for this study necessitates the delineation of the 
area with which each concept deals, Social sxste� is a structural 
concept used in the study of the social structure and the f\mctions 
of each part or system for the society, the group,  and the individ­
ual , Reference group is a norm2.tive concept which seeks to establish 
the origin of the - norms , attitudes , and values of the individual in 
relation to t.he inciv:.lduals, categories p and groups w:\:th which he 
seeks to identify or acquire a frame of · reference e Soci al c11� is 
16 
a processual concept which attempts to explain how and unde� what 
·conditions change takes place. within the social structure and within . 
the components of the social structure which are , according to 
Francis Merrill , role·s , statuses, norms , and other understandings. 31 
Merton. includes the reference g1•oup as an important component of the 
social structure.32 Therefore , by using the concept of social change 
as a ttcatalytic ·agent" it is possible to bring together the struc­
tural concept of social system and the normative concept of refer­
ence group and apply them to the study under consideration. 
Using Loomis nd Beegle ' s  definition of a social system as a 
concrete interactive social structure and Shibuta.ni 1s definition of 
a reference group as the group whose perspective constitutes the 
frame of reference �f the individual , the church becomes a socia.1 
system which in turn may become a fre.me of reference for the individ­
uaL Changes that threaten the equilibrium within the system 
(church) also threaten the position of the individual in his rela­
tionship to the reference groupo Remembering that the social systems 
in the community are interrelated, a threat to the equilibrium of one 
social system has a tendency to threaten all of the systems in the 
com.,.·•,mnity and again the position of the individua.l e This is  why 
change uithin the community or within one of the soc: al systems of 
31 Franc:ts E .  Me:rr · 11 , Socie y and Culture : An Introduction 
to Soc-j..�-u:_f (Englewood Cliff's, Ne J , : Prentice-Hall, Inc c ,  1965) , 
p. 173 � 
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the community meets with a great deal of resistance by the individuals 
· involved, 
One question asked of respondents in this study dealt ·with 
willingness to cooperate with other churches of the same denomina­
tion. The responses to this question were almost all positive. 
:Another question asked if the respondent would be willing to cooper­
ate with churches of other denominations. The responses to this 
question brought out a degree of negative sentiment. Apparently, the 
inclusion of another congregation of the same denomination in the 
activities of the - respondent ' s reference group did not pose a threat 
to him as a member of the group. On the other hand, when another 
\ 
congregation of a different denomination was included in the system 
this did pose a tm;•eat to the members of the group and· was resistede 
The division bet-ween the systems seems to follow denominational 
lines to some extent� But the1"'e seems to be a limit to which the 
members of the systems will go in accepting other churches of the 
sa.me denomination. When the question was asked as to the willingness 
to merge with another church of the sarne denomination there appeared 
a distinct percenta,ge of respondents t.hat were unwill:\.ng to go this 
far . This was especially true of the respondents liYing in areas 
where the church has alrea.dy been threatened by loss of population 
and loss of tra.ined leadership., In these cases merger w:i.th another 
church of a different. d"inow.inat·· on was almost out of the question. 
This same pattern can also be ·seen when the re_spondents were 
asked to answer a question dealing with the matter of consolidating 
·small rural churches into larger more centralized churches. While 
there was some feeling on the part of the respondents that .. this 
could be done , there was considerable feeling that this would not. 
· work. Here there was a lack of solidarity within the system which 
in turn led to some confusion . on the parts of the members as to the 
means necessary to accomplish the ends of the social system. This 
situation would also indicate confusion in the mind · of the inm.vid­




REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to review previous research 
findings pertinent to this · study. While there is an increasing 
volume of literature having to do with various aspects of the church 
in the rural and urban setting , nothing was found which dealt with 
the attitudes of church members toward their churches and toward 
changes taking place within their chui"ches o However , several studies 
were found wh.i.ch related participation in the rural church with vari­
ous factors such as age, length of residence ,  place of residence , 
education, occupation, distance to church , and denominat�bnal affil­
iation. While thes� studies are related somewhat indirectly to ·this 
work , it is felt the.t they furnish an adequate foundation upon which 
to build . 
A study by John A .  Hostetler and William G o  Mather tested a 
number of factors associated with participation in the rural chu.rch 9 
The variables test�d were sex, age , place of residence , length of 
residence ,  tenure , income , social class, nationality, race, family 
contact, education , housing, occupe:t.ion, social parti.cipa.tion, and 
denominational choice . 1 
1John A .  Hostetler and William. G o  Mathe:r , Part.ictpatio11 in the 
Rura1=_ Chu�c- , _Depa�t<.nent of Agricultural Econor;rl.c A.nd Rural Sociol­
ogy P School of Agricul ture...-.Agricul tural Experiment Sta ti.on, Paper 
No. 1762 , J ou.rnal Series , Pennsylvania State College , - ( Oetober , 1952 ) ,  
p " :i. o  
The authors make the following observations: 
Participation is more common among older than among younger 
rural residents.2 
Several studies have shown that church membership i .  higher 
among educated than among the less educated. 3 
The results of research into the relationship of occupation 
and participation in the rural church are not conclusive ; but 
they suggest that persons engaged in those occupations which 
demand higher education and return higher income are more apt to 
have higher church participation rates than persons engaged in 
other occupations ,4 
Kolb and Brunner, in their study or · rural. society, reported 
the finding that tenants are less  likely to become involved in coro­
muni ty social organizations the.n home owners . 5 In areas where the 
tenancy ratio exceeded one fifth, the church and other social organ­
izations began to decline .6 These findings seem to indicate that 
home ownership is an important variable , 
A study conducted in Missouri intending to discover "What 
Rural People Think of Church" utilized information on the following 
independent variables : age , sex, residence , race, schooLi.ng, occu­
pation, church membership, distance from church , and attendance at 
Sunday worship services at least once during the tl ree months prior 
2Ibid.  s 
3rbid o , 
4-b. d .L J._\! ., 
p. 2. 
Po 2LJ- o 
Po 25 c 
5J ob.11 H Kolb and Ednru.nd deS. Bl"unner, A Stu� of Rural 
Soc::'l.e ·y ,  (Bost.on : Hough.ton l'rl.fflin Com· any, 1952 ) , P o  91  o 
· 6f..19:.£q P• J63 e 
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to the inter-view. ? 
Support for another variable was found in an article, "Rural 
Churches at the Crossroads. " In this article the authors mentioned 
that some younger families ,  being interested in better religious 
education facilities,  would drive past the small �hurch to one pro­
viding an expanded program , 8 This is an indication that marital 
status as well as parental status and age may be important variables ,  
In a study by Harold Kaufman carried out in Mississippi , it 
was found that education, social and economic rank , and occupation 
were related to active church membership, 9 
Each of the variables used in this study has been used in 
�) 
one or more of the preceding works , · While this author realizes 
that the stated objectives of these studies were somewhat different 
from his own , it is believed that the variables used are sound and 
can be properly transferred to the present work" 
7Lav-r.rence M. · Hepple and C o  Milton Coughenour, The Church in 
Ru.ral l-ussou_rl,p= What Rural _People �- of Church� Columbia : 
Experiment Station , Research Bulletin 633G, ( February , 191.'.' 1 ) ,  
PPe 34.5-350 e 
8Elidn C o Newcomer and John B �  :Vrl.tchell , "Rural Churches at 
the Crossroads , t t  repr·inted from Th� Qhio Farmer , (December , 1961 ) • 
9Harold Ka1..1-fman r Mispi!i§�sPP.i Chu.rches � A Jlg�lf C;Clntu1:.1:. gf 
Ch��r Ktssissipp:i State Un.i.versity ,  Sc,c:ial Science Researc Cent.er , 
Bulletin 12 ,  ( Sept.er:1ber t 1959) P PPo 23-30 0  · 
CHAPTER III 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF '£HE ABERDEEN 
AREA MINISTRY 
The difficulties in which the rural churches of South Dakota 
find themse�ves today are not new. According to Dr. Keith Orr 
( Field· Director . for Christian
. Education, Synods of North Dakota and 
South Dakota , Presbyterian Church ,  U . S . A . ) , the rural church first 
felt the effects of over-extension around the turn of the century . 
At this time the frontier had largely disappeared from the plains 
and along with it the spirit of inter-denominational cooperation 
that had characterized this frontier. Th0 various denominations be-1 
gan to compete with each other in an effort to see who could build 
the most churches . 1 
22 
During "the dirty thirties"  the rural church of the mid-west 
was faced with a situation which consisted of' a 11.k'\ss exodus of pop­
ulation, a period of economic depression, and extensive social up­
heaval . Many people were concerned about the declining rural church ; 
but wlth the advent .of World War II and the changes accompanying it, 
the leaders of the church conce:-r·ned themselves w-1 th cities and urban 
centers as new areas of interest,  leaving the chm·ch in he 1·ural 
1J ames Patten� Ab§_t,d�en Area Mi.� 9 Progress Report on 
the Aberdeen Area H.inist� Y, Aberdeen � South Dakota , January, 196'7 , 
(Aberdeen, South Dakot2. : Aberdeen - Area Hinistry Director , 1 967 ) , 
p 4' 2 c 
areas to care for itself. 2 
During the last· two decades the condition of the rural church 
has, if anything , worsened . This can be explained at leas�. in part 
23 
by the continuing out�migration from rural areas� the decline of the 
rural commun.i. ty, the increase in farm size, improved transportation 
facilities, and the inability _ of the rural church to attract and hold 
trained leaders . Many solutions were attempted by the rural churches 
themselves s  but none of them seemed to have any lasting effect against 
their continued d�cline , Some of the types of organization tried by 
the rural churches have been the federated church , the nondenomina­
tional church t the denom.i.national united church, the affiliated 
church, and the yoked church . 3 
In 1961 , the . Aberdeen Cooperative Parish was formed under the 
leadership of Dr . Orr. Reverand Robert Coles was hired as the direc­
tor of the parish which consisted of Presbyterian churches in 
Abe111deen, Langford , Pierpont.., Mina , Mansfield, and Weton .. 1<a e Rev. Coles  
worked with the five churches outside of Aberdeen i n  cooperation with 
the Presbyterian C�urch in Aberdeen, There were approximately 280 
members involved over an area 65 miles long b:z 35 miles acr�ss o  Lay · 
preachers were used on a regular basis to help Rev e Coles in his work. 
3Everett H o  Rogeris , Social Chtt,n� :i.12 Jtu.r�l §ocietv , (New York: 
App eton· Century-Crofts ,  Inc . , 1 960 ) " PPo 215-216 o 
This approach, referred to as a larger parish, was again relatively 
unsatisfactory in that it did not furnish the amount of leadership 
necessary for the member churches to build up their congregations' 
programs and finances to the point of becoming independent of the 
cooperative parish.4 
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It was the frustration and overwork involved in this arrange­
ment that led Rev. Coles to write what has been called his "dream 
pa.per" in December of 1965, 5 The significance of this paper was that 
it gave impetus to the formation, in the winter of 196.5-1966 , of the 
Aberdeen Area Ministry. The paper recounted the myriad problems which 
the Dakota rural church must face in order to help itself. Rev. Coles 
then suggested a basis for forming an area ministry through the use 
of three presuppositions : ( 1 )  that the people who remain in the 
rural areas have as much right to an effective ministry as those who 
have left for other areas; (2 ) that the traditional p,.tl:�tern of chU!'ch 
ministry with several denominationally affiliated churches in each 
small rural community can no longer be effective due to lack of pop­
ulation; (3 )  tha.t the Church has an obligation to seek out :for the 
people in rural areas an effective ministry �rlth effective leader­
shipo At this point he presented a plan 0f action based on wl,at he 
called United-Area Ministry. This plan called for the combining of' 
4·Keith H. Orr , uAberdeen Area Min.i.stry, " Gre�t Plains Observer P 
. - �  
(March ,  1967) , Pe 7 c  
all possible churches in a given geographical area without regard 
to denomination and thus providing a sufficient population and 
fit1ancial base to provide the leadership and programs necessary for .. 
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an effective ministry. Rev. Coles envisioned an . inter-denominational 
organization staffed by professional ministers, each with his area of 
speciality such as music, counseling , preaching , or teaching. The 
professional ministers would be given the additional - task of train­
ing competent laymen to assist in the leadership of the church 
organization . 
Rev. Coles felt that the Area ¥.d.nistry must develop along 
thre e lines. The first area was that of leadership training. This 
training would be oriented toward specific tasks that could be as 
capably performed by trained laymen as they might be by professional 
� church leaders . The second area was that of "continuing education , u · 
aimed at improving the lives of area residents by proper training in 
all areas of life through cooperation of the church with the prop3r 
institutions and agencies of the cormnunity. The third area of devel­
opment was that of _public relations . Ways must be found to help 
people to become aware of what is h�ppening around them so that they · 
may support the activities of the church . 
Upon completion, Rev. Cole ' s  t tdrea.m paperu was sent to intex·­
ested ministers and professional people of the Aberdeen a.rea o In 
February, 1966, an. ad ho.c meeting was called o In attendance were 
seve:.t"al denominational executi'les and those individuals who had 
received the 1 1drearn paper . u The purpose of this meeting wa.s to 
develop a working premise from which the Aberdeen Area ¥rl.nistry 
could be made a reality. On April 4 and 5 , 1966, a United . l:iinistry 
Conference was called. Committees on planning, education, and 
finance were nominated ,  qualifications for a resident director were 
outlined, and the financial assets and needs were delineated. On 
May 9, 1966, the planning committee met and discussed, among other 
things, t�e need for and feasability of a research project and the 
areas where further informatio11 was needed. 
On May 23, 1966, a personnel committee was fo�ed to employ a 
qualified director . Dr. Robert Dimit gave a preliminary estimate of 
� 
the magnitude and cost of a sociological study of the area . A sub-
committee on research was formed at this • time. On June· 23, 1966 � 
the personnel committee nominated Reverand James Patton as the Area 
Min..istry Director . He was accepted by the planning committee and 
assumed the duties of Director of the AA11 on October 1 ,  1 966 . 
As of January ,  1 968, the MJ·1 was serving 1 1  c hurches in the 
geographical area surrounding Aberdeen , and it had 12 substitute 
ministers and lay pastors serving the churche� on a rotating basis . 
A program of home visitation and church group leadership was be111g 
carried on as well as the weekly Sunday religious services. 
It i s  hoped that in the future the number of churc_1es depend­
ent on the AAH wi 1 deer ase as the churches become able to support 
a full . '•ime minister and an adequate church progra..ra :i \,}hether this 
26 
comes about as a result of internal growth or consolidation with 
other churches of either the same or different denominations rema:tns 




DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 
The area in which the AAff is doing its work is composed of all 
or parts of seven counties in northeastern South Dakota (Figure I ) .  
Approximately 80, 000 people inhabit the seven county area, 29 percent 
of whom live in the city of Aberdeen itself. While the state gained 
5 .84 percent in population between 1940 and 1960, the only county in 
the AAM to gain i� population was Brown County of which Aberdeen is 
the county seat. The other six co'.-1nties lost population. The popu-
lation has been leaving this area at art increasing rate a.s is shown 
in Table 1. In all of the counties ·except Faulk the percent of popu-
lation decline was greater between 1950 and 1960 than between 1940 
and 1950. 
TABLE 1 . --Percent Change in Population for the State, the Seven County 
Area , and the Seven Individual Counties in the A.AM : 1940-
1950 ; 1950-1960 ; 1 940-1960 
"aaC&Q.- jJ..Ef.:.:.Wl&iC.-� -
Area Percent Change Percent Change Percent Change 1940-1950 1950-1960 1940-1960 
State +1 • .52 +4 .25 -- +5 . 8L� 
Seven County Area -2 .25 -5 .66 -7 . 78 , 
Brown County +;J o 91 +4 .57 +14 . 93 
Day County -9 037 -14 fl,6 -22 .48 
Edmunds County -6 . 90 -16 .L.tli- -22 . 20 
11acPherson County -1.5 .35 -17 ci68 -30 , 31 
Marshall County -11 .77 -:-14 . 96 -24.97 
Spink County -2 .58 -4 . 08 6 0 .55 
Faulk County -8 . 0.5 -7 .47 -14- . 92 
Source : Unit0d Sta v.3s  Ce sus · of Pop, ation : t9 W ,  19.50 , 1 96Q. 
( S6t · �h D�wkota Sw�plement) G;;10ra.l Pcpt-a.tiol� Chf>.r.:.:1cte'r:Gtics , W.ash..ing-­








FIGURE I .  AREA PrtESENTLY SERVED BY THE 
ABERDEEN AREA MINISTRY 
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· Tabla 2 gives a breakdown of the area population in urban, 
rural farru, and rural nonfarm categories ,  This table is pri.marily 
presented to point out the fact that in the state as a whol� a nd in 
all counties of the A.AM the rural farm population has deer.eased sig­
nificantly from 1 940 to 1 960. All indications are that this migra­
tion of people from the farms to the rural nonfarm and urban areas 
is still in process , 
However, these figures still do not show the entire problem . 
30 
With an out-migra�ion _ of. people  from the rural areas, innumerable 
problems arise. The tax base is reduced putting a greater tax burden 
on those remaini ng . Educational facilities suffer from la.ck of money 
to improve their physical plants , hire and keep good teachers, and 
adopt new and improved methods of education needed to adequately· 
train young people , Professional people such as doctors , lawyers , 
dentists , and bankers are forced to practice in the urban population 
centers , leaving large rural areas without these services , Local 
units of government are unable to provide adequate police and fire 
protection needed ip the rural areas , The rural church i s  unable to 
function prop0rly and g:iv e the amou.nt a.nd kind of services  that the 
people should and must have � 
TABLE 2 . --Percent Urban, Rural Farm, and Rural Nonfarm Population for the State , the Seven 
County Area , and the Seven Individual Counties in the AAM:  1940 ,  1950 , 1960 
Rural 
Urban Fa.rm Nonfa.rm Area 
1940 1950 1960 1940 1950· 1960 1940 1950 1960 
Percent 
State 24. 59 33.20 39.26 47.70 38.84 30.23 27. 72 27. 96 30 • .51 
Seven County Area 19 .79 31 . 18 32 .83 48.95 41 .82 34. 77 31 .26 27. 00 32.40 
Brown County 57 oJ/+ 64.54 67.65 29.52 2J.24 18.26 13. 14 12.22 14. 09 
Day County o . oo 20.36 o . oo 59 ,2L� 52. 02 46.25 40. 76 27.62 53 .75 
Edmu..11.ds County 0 ,, 00 o . oo o . oo 60. 10  55 .67 49.75 39 .85 44. 33 50.25 
Faulk County 0 ., 00 o . oo o . oo 58 .46 55. 70 52.83 41 . 54 44 , 30 47. 1 7  
MacPherson County 0 !) 00 o . oo o . oo 67 .27 60. 15 54.51 32.73 39. 85 45.49 
Marshall County 0 11 00 o . oo o . oo 61 .78 57.48 48. 93 38.22 · 42.51 51 . 07 
Spink County o . oo 21 .76 25 .. 22 51 .66 46.86 40. 12 48 .34 31 . 38 34 .66 
Source :  United States Census of Population ; 12!±.Q, 12.iQ_, 196Q. (South Dakota Su.I?.I?l.El­
ment) General Population Characteristics , Washington, D . C . : United States Department, of 
Commerce , Bureau of the Census o 
w � 
CRAFTER V 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY AND THE 
COLLECTION OF DATA 
32 
The personal interview method of data collection was used in 
this study . The area comprising the AAM was divided into nine sub­
areas (Figure II) . Eight of the subareas contained a number of con­
tiguous. communities which  might form a larger church community.  Open 
country churches were included in these subareas , The ninth subarea 
consisted of the City of Aberdeen, 
A questionnaire was developed by the author under the guid­
ance of Dr . Dimit and the Research S'Ubcommittee of the AAM. A pre­
test of the questio�naire was conducted in  subarea. VII in  J uly, 1967. 
Sixty-nine questionnaires were completed at that time, after which 
a preliminary analysis of the data was conducted. In August, 1967 , 
a team of seven interviewers completed 188 questionnaires in sub­
areas I ,  III , IV, and IX. Due to limitations of time and funds it 
was impossible to cover all of the nine subareas. 
A stratified random sampling technique was used for this study. 
With..i.n eac 1 of the subareas the ministers of cooperating congregations 
were contacted an . a list of families belonging to these congrege.tions 
was acqui.redc From each of these lists a random sample of famiLi.es 
was drawn by use of a ra.odom numbers ta,ble In the case of sub-
area VII a 5 percent sample was used , -but in the other four su -
Rreas it was felt that a 2 o5  percent �ample was sufficie, t because 
FIGURE II . GEOGRAPHICAL SUBAREAS OF THE ABERDEEN AREA MINISTRY 
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of the homogeneity of the population within each area and the nature 
of the information received during the pretest, As has been implied., 
the family was used as the basic unit in the sample. 
Due to the variations in the doctrines of each church body as 
to when an individual becomes a· communicant member of the church, it 
was felt that it would be better to exclude all young people under 
the age of eighteen from participating in the survey ,  
CH.AFTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The analysis of data was accomplished by use of IBM data pro­
cessing systems available at the Research and Data Processing Center 
located on the campus of South Dakota State University. The initial 
processing consisted of obtaining frequency counts and percentages 
3.5 
of responses to each question in the questionnaire. The data were 
then divided into four sections, ea.ch corresponding to a section in 
the questionnaire. These sections are as follows : ( 1 )  Background 
data partaining to the sample; ( 2 ) Distance traveled for selected 
services; ( 3 ) The attitudes of church- members toward their churches ; 
(4 ) The future of the· rural church , Further analysis was done by 
cross tabulating data on geographical subareas, place of residence, 
length of residence ,  age of respondent, education of respondent , 
occupation or social position of respondent, and denomination of 
respondent with attitudes touard the church and changes in the chu..rcho 
The distance traveled for various services was cross tabulated on a. 
subarea basis o 
The following hypotheses guided the research : 
1 o The distance traveled for selected services is greater for 
rural church members than it is .for urb2,n church members 
2 0 Church members living in the urban area ha.Ye ore favorable 
at •itudes tow2 d their churches than church members living 
in the rura areas . 
3. Church members living in the open country, villages, and 
towns have more favorable attitudes toward their churches 
than church members living in the city. 
4. Church members "11th a greater length of residenc�. have 
more favorable attitudes toward their churches. 
5 ,  Older church members hold more favorable attitudes toward 
.their churches than do younger church members. 
6 ,  Church members with more formal education have more 
favorable attitudes toward their churches than do church 
members with less formal education. 
7 , The occupation or social position of a church member is 
related to his attitudes toward his church, 
8,  The denomination of church members is  related to their 
attitudes toward their churches ,  
The Chi-square test of significance was used to ascertain any 
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significant relationships between cross tabulated variables. In each 
case the null hypothesis of no difference or no relationship was used 
in the actual research process " 
I ,  Ba.9kground Data. on the Apea and � �p).e 
Table 3 presents the frequency and percent of respondents for 
each of the 5 subareas o 
TABLE 3 e ----Distribu.tion of Respondents by Geograp tlcal Suba.rea , 
Frequency , and Percent 
Geographical Frequency Perc·ent Subarea 
Area. I 20 7 . 78 
Area III 45 1 7 .51 
Area IV 24 9 , 34 
Area VII 69 26 � 85 
Area, IX 9-9 38 • .$2 
Total 2,57 100 .00 
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Table 4 gives the number and percent of the interviews com­
pleted in each of the counties compri sing the seven county area 
presently incorpo�ated into the A.AM, The maj ority of the interviews 
were obtained in Brown County ( 71 .6%) .  
TABLE 4, --Distribution of Respondents in each of the Seven Counties 
compri sing the AM1 by Geographical Subarea 
Geograph_tcal Subarea 
Geographical A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
Subarea ( N=20)  (N::45)  (N=2lr) (N=69) (N=99) (N=257) 
Percent 
Brmm County 1 00 . 00 28 , 89 o . oo 75 . 36 100 . 00 71 . 60 
Day County o . oo 0, 00 o . oo 24 . 63 o . oo 6 0 61 
Ednmnds County 0 , 00 o . oo 0 , 00 o . oo o . oo 0 , 00 
Faulk County o . oo 1 7 . 78 91 . 67 o . oo .o . oo 1 1 . 67 
Marshall County o . oo 0, 00 o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo 
McPhearson County o . oo o . oo 4, 17 0 , 00 o . oo , 39 
Spin.'< County o . oo 53 , 33 o . oo o . oo o . oo 9 , 34 
Walworth County o . oo o . oo 4, 17 o . oo o . oo , 39 
Total 1 00 , 00 1 00 , 00 100 . 00 1 00 . 00 1 00. 00 1 00 11 00 
Table 5 shows the distribution of the sample by the place of 
residence.  In Areas I.V and VII the sample was fairly evenly divlded · 
between open country or village and town as to place of residence . 
In contrast with these areas , Areas I a,nd IX are at . opposite ends of 
the scale , Area I being wholly rural and Area IX being almost al 




of A-I A-III A-Tv A-VII A-IX Total 
Residence ( N=20) (N=45 ) ( N=24) ( N=69 ) . ( N=99) ( N=257) 
Percent 
Open Country or 
Village 100. 00 77 . 78 50.00 43 .47 2. 02 38.52 
Town - Pop , 250 
to 2 , 499 o . oo 22. 22 50. 00 56.52 o . oo 23 ,?4 
City - Pop , 2 , 500 
and over o . oo o . oo o . oo 0 , 00 97 , 98 3? .?4 
Total 100. 00 1 00. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100 .00 100 .00 
A high percentage of home or farm ownership is o·ne indication 
of population st.ability . Table 6 shows that in each area 80 percent 
or more of the people interviewed owned their home or farm. The 
highest percentage of home or farm o'tmers was found in Area IV, and 
the lowest  percenta.ge of home o:r farm owners was found in Area IX o 
Keeping in min that Area IX was composed of the city of Aberdeen it 
is not surprising that t.here m.,i_ght be a higher migration rate in this 
area , What i s  surprising is  that there are as many home owners in 
this area as there are o 
Table 7 gives the nu1nber of people presently livlng in the 
respon ent ' s  household • •  Eighty-four percent of the respondents had 
between 2 and. 6 members : n  t eir present households , the highest 
percentage being in the 3 to 4 -members category. Arca III deviated 
from this pattern in that it had the highest percentage in the 5 to 
6 category while Area VII had the highest percentage in th� 2 mem­
bers category. 








( N=45 ) 
Geographical Subarea 
A-"IV A-VII A-IX Total 





85 . 00 86, 67 87,50 82, 61 79 .80 82,88 
15. 00 13 033 12.50 17 , 39 20. 20 17 . 12 
Total 1 00 . 00 1 00 0 00 1 00 .00 1 00 . 00 100 . 00 1 00 0 00 
* j f = :c i � .. ..__, --=--�i;S; . ........  ��� 
TABLE ? � --Distribution of Respondents by Size of Household and 
Geographical Subarea 
Ntunber of Persons 
in A-I A-III 
Household (N=20 )  ( N==45 ) 
1 10 . 00 6 ,67 
25 0 00 24 .,41+ 
3 & 4. 35 0 00 28 89 
5 & 6 25 . 00 33 033 
7 & 8 5 00 4 o ll-4 
9 & 10  0 o 00 2 0 22 
1 1  or more 0 o 00 . o . oo 




( N=2L� ) ( N==69) 
Per.cent 
41i 17 8 070 
16 "67 36 023 
45 11 83 26. 09 
29 e 17 24 . 64 
4. 1.7 4 , 35 
o . oo 0 e 00 
0 e 00 o . oo 
100 0 00 1 00 -z OO 
A-IX 
( N=99) 
1J e 13 
19 . 1 9  
33 0 33 
27 . 27 
6 0 06 
1 o 01 
o . oo 
_1 00 c 00 
Total 
( N=257) 
9 . 73 
24 , 90 
3L 91 
27 .63 
5 o 06 
. 78 
o . oo 
100 � 00 
As would be expected due to the time of year and the time of 
day in which most of the interviews were made, the majority of the . 
respondents held the position in the· household of wife/mother o . . 
Table 8 also gives an :lnd:1.cation of the percentage of widows and 
widowers t.ha.t were present in the sample (8.6% ·widows and 2.3% 
widowers) .  In all areas except Area IV there was a relatively high 
percent.age of ·widows present among the respondents .  
TABLE 8 c --Distribu.tion _of Respondents by Position in the Household 
and Geog�aphical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Respondent' s  
Position in A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
Household (N=20) ( N=45)  ( N=24) (N=69) (N=99) ( N=257) 
Percent 
Mother/Wife 65 . 00 66.67 70 .,83 7J e 91 58 .59 65 0?6 
Father /Husb2,11d 20 ., 00 20 . 00 20.83 13 a 04  23 .23 19 . 1+6 
Son ( over 18) 0, 00 o . oo 4 . 17 1 o45" o . oo , 78 
Daughter 
( over 18 )  o . oo 0 , 00 o . oo 1 .45 o . oo , 39 
Widow 10 . 00 8 .89 o . oo 5 o80 12 0 12 8 � 56 
Widower 5 ,00 2,22 o . oo 4.35 1 . 01 2 .33 
Bachelor o . oo o . oo 4 o 17 O o OO L, 01 . 78 
Unraarried Woman o . oo 2 0 22 o . oo o . oo 4 . 04  1 .95 
'rot.al 1 00, 00 100 . 00 100 . 00 1 00. 00 1 00 ., 00 100 0 00 
The age structure of the saJnple is given in Table 9 .  The 
sample was fairly well distributed throughout the range , with peaks 








Last Birthday A-I A�III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
of Respondent (N=20) (N=4.5) (N==24) (N=69) ( N=99) (N=257) 
Percent 
18 & 19 o . oo o . oo o . oo 1.45 o . oo . 39 
20 - 24 .5. 00 2. 22 8 . 33 2.90 · 5 . 05 4.28 
25 - 29 5. 00 6 .67 4 . 17 5.80 8 , 08 6.61 
30 - 34 10. 00 4. 44 12.50 2.90 13 0 13 8.56 
35 - 39 5 . 00 · 13 . 33 12 • .50 13. 04 15 0 1.5 13.23 
40 - 44 10 .00 20. 00 12 • .50 8 , 70 12 . 12 12 il-5 
45 - 49 5 , 00 11. 1 1  20.83 13. 04 8 . 08 10.89 
_50 - 54 15. 00 8.89 12.50 7.2.5 13 0 13 10.89 
55 - 59 10 . 00 6 .67 8 �33 7.2.5 2. 02 .5 .L1,5 
60  - 6L1- 15 c 00 8 1189 4. 17 1 1 .60 8.�8 9 ,34 
65 - 69 1 0. 00 6 .67 4. 17 7. 25 7 .07 7 e 00 
70 - 74 5. 00 2 11 22 o . oo 8 . 70 2. 02 J.89 
75 - 79 5. 00 4 .44 o . oo 4 , 35 6 . 06 4 .67 
80 and over o . oo 4.Li4 o . oo 5 .80 o .oo 2 s33 
Total 100. 00 100. 00 100. 00 100.00 1 00. 00 100 . 00 
Table 1 0  gives the formal educational attainment level of the 
sample o Thirty-six percent of the sample had completed 12 years of 
formal education and an add.-i_tional 22,5 percent had completed between 
13 and 15 years of formal educatj.011. The h..i.ghest percentage of those 
wl th 13 to 15 years and those with 16 years of formal educa.tion came 
from Area I.X e 
As  indicated by Table 1 1 ,  8L7 percent of the respon e:nts were 
marriedfl This percentage remained fairly constant tJ:.A.roughou.t. each of 
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the areas. The percentage of widowed respondents fluctuated among 
the areas with the highest percentages present in Areas I and IX. 
TABLE 10. �-Distribution of Respondents by Education (Highest Grade 
Completed) and Geographical Subarea 
Education of Geograptlcal Subarea 
Respondent 
(Highest Grade A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX 
Completed) (N=20) ( N=L�5 ) ( N:::24) ( N=69) (N=99) 
Percent 
Less than 8 5.00 2 . 22 8, 33 4. 35 2 ,02 
o . oo 15 ,55 33, 33 24 .64 10. 10 
9 - 11 40.00 4 .44 8. 33 8. 70 5 , 05 
12 40.00 44 .44 33,·33 42 ,03 29.29 
13 - 15 15.00 28, 89 4 , 17 14 ,50 31 o\31 
16 o . oo 4 .4.L� · 8. 33 4. , 35 13 . 13  
17 or more q . oo o . oo 4o 17 L45 . 9 .09 
Total 100.00 100 0 00 100.00 100 00 100. 00 
TABLE 1 1 . --Distribution of Respon ents by Marital Status and 
Geographical Subarea 
: : :::.::1:=s µ:;.:::, - �::==�-. ±: ± 1 =-
Geograp_-.dcal Subarea 
Marital Status 
of A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A·-IX 
Respondent (N=20) ( N=45 ) ( N==24) ( N=69) ( N=99) 
Percent 
Single 0 c 00 2 o 22 8033 2 o 90 5 e 0_5 
Married 80 0 00 84 )+4 83 . 33 84 ., 06 78 0 79 
Widowed 20 0 00 1L 11. 4. l7 13 o <Y+  14 . 11-1-
Separated o . oo .. O e OO o . oo 0 o 00 L 101 
Divorced 0 o 00 2 e 22 4o 17 o . oo 1 o 01  
Total 100 & 00. 100 0 00 100 0 00 1 00 00 1 00 . 00 
















81 0 71 
12 ,. 82 
. 39 
L 17 
100 0 00 
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Table 12 gives the occupation or social position of the respond­
ents e As might be anticipated, 51 percent of the respondents held the 
social position of housewife. Professional and technical occupations . . 
comprise 1 1  percent of the sample while 1 0  percent were retired ,  
These percentages  conform quite well with the age structure of the 
sample as given in Table 9 , 1 




Social Position A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
of Respondent (N=20) (N�45) (N=24) ( N=69) ( N=9'9 )  ( N=257 ) 
Percent 
Professional & 
Technical 0 c 00 4 .44 16 1167 1 .45 22 .22 11 .28 
J,fanagers ,  Off, , 
Prop o 0 a 00 6 c67 4,17  4 ,35 6 c 06 5. 06 
House1i-rife 75 0 00 53 0 33 .54 . 16 57 c 97 39 , 39 50 . 97 
Farmer 20,00 1 L 1 1 12 e.50 5.80" o . oo 6 e2J 
Clerical o . oo 13 . 33 0 , 00 .5 .80 6 0 06 6 .23 
Service Workers 
& Operatives 0 00 6 067 12 c .50 8 . 70 13. 13  9 .73 
Retired • 5 o 00 4 .44 O e OO 15 094 12 ., 1 2  1 0. 12 
Unemployed 0 e 00 o . oo 0 e 00 0 e 00 1 . 01 ., 39 
Total 100 ., 00 1 00 0 00 100 e 00 1 00 0 00 1 00 0 00 100 � 00 
'fhe denominational affliliations of the respondents are given 
in Table 13. The h:i.ghes-t percentages are represented by the .A .meri.can 
1For a list · ng of the coups tj_ons and- ho:•;r they 1·:rere categoriz­
ed see AppencfLx A �  
I I 
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Lutheran Church, the Missouri Synod Lutheran Church, and the 
·Methodist Church , 
TABLE 13. --Distribution of Respondents by Denominational Affiliation 
and Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Denomination 
of A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
Respondent ( N=20 ) ( N=l+5 ) ( N=24) ( N=69) (N=99) ( N=257 ) 
Percent 
Lutheran (ALC) 35 e0 o . o  62. 5  15 ,9 37 ,4 27. 2 
Luthera.n 
(Mo , Syd , ) 30 . 0  37.8  0 , 0  42 , 0  0 o 0  20. 2  
Methodist o . o  35 0 6 4. 2 21 , 7 26 . 3  22.6 
United 
Presbyterian o . o  17 .8 8 . J 1Li• , 5  8 , 1  10 11 9  
United Church 
of Christ 35 . 0 ,. 8 . 9 16.7 o . o  9 ,1 9 , 3 
Evangelical Unit-
ed Bretheran o . o  o . o  4. 2 0,0 4 , 0 L, 9 
Baptist o . o  o . o  o . o  0 , 0  8 . 1  3 . 1 
Community ( Bapt. -
Presby, )  o . o  o . o O o O  2 , 9 o . o  , 8  
Catholic 0 o 0  o . o  o . o  2 . 9 .
. 1 . 0 1 . 2 
Reformed o . o  0, 0 4 , 2  0 0 0 , 0  .4 
Episcopal o . o  o . o  0 e 0  0 o 0  5. 1 1 .9 
JT:i.rst Christian 0 o 0  o . o  o . o  o . o  1 , 0 .4 
Total 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 0 100 0 0 100 . 0  1 00 , 0 · 
Table · 11-t- g:i.ves a sunrrnary of the frequencies and percentages of 
the denominations involved in the study .  This table d__i.ffers from 
Table 13 :i.n that :i.t rep1:esents the denom..i.nation of the .family rather 
than that of the respondent as an indivi.dual. 
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TABLE 14. --Distribution of Denominations involved in the AAM by 
Geographical Subru.�ea 
Geographtca.l Subarea 
Denomina. tion .A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
( N=20) ( N=45 ) (N=24) ( N=69) (N=99) (N=257) 
Percent 
Lutheran (ALC) 35 . 00 o . oo 62 .50 J0.43 J6 . _36 JO . 7J.} 
Lutheran 
(Mo . Syd . ) JO . OD 37 . 78 o . oo 27 .53 o . oo 16.34 
Methodist o . oo 35. 55 4. 17 24 e6J 26 , 26 23 . 35 
United 
Presbyterian o . oo 17 . 78 8.33 13 ,04 9.09 1 0.89 
United Church 
of Christ 35.00 8 . 89 16 .67 o . oo 9.09 9.34 
Evangelical Unit-
ed Bretheran O e OO o . oo 4 . 17 o . oo 4 . 04 1 . 95 
Baptist o . oo o . oo O e OO o . oo 9 � 09 ) e50 
Community ( Bapt o -
U.  Presby. )  o . oo o . oo o . oo 4 . 35 . o . oo 1 . 17 
First Christian o . oo 0o00 o . oo o . oo 1 . 01 , 39 
Reformed o . oo o . oo 4. 17 o . oo o . oo . 39 
Episcopal 0e00 0 .,00 o . oo o . oo 5 . 05 1 , 95 
Total 100 . 00 100 .00 100 . 00 100. 00 100.00 100.00 
In this section of the thesis an attempt has been made to 
describe some of the more important characteristics of the popula.tio�1 
for this study. Later in this work some of these characteristics 
will be analyzed in relation to attitudes toward the church e 
Note : 
A series of tables corresponding to Tables 9-·12 are p""esented 
in Appendix B e  · These ta les analyse ·the factors of �.ge , education, 
marital status , and occupat:i.on or social position with reference to 
the head of the� householde 
II . Distance Traveled for Sele·cted Services 
Distance traveled for services and to church of membership 
was to give some idea as to the distances people on farms , in small 
rural communities, and in tolms have to travel to obtain those 
services which they need in order to maintain themselves, their 
homes, and their businesses , This section is divided into 8 parts 
each containing several subparts (Appendix C) , For example . the 
part titled education has 3 subparts : high school , elementary 
school, and library facilities, It was felt that consolidating 
several questions on distance would give a clearer picture of the 
distances these people mu.st travel, A · chi-squAre analysis of the 
data was done using distance as the - independent variable and the 
service as the dependent variable, 
Area I encom:pc1.ssed an area from 15 to 30 miles north and east 
of Aberdeen. This is  significant in that for General Trade , Service 
Trade and Professional Services it was found that ·a significant 
percentage of the respondents traveled from 16 to 30 miles for these 
services ,, On the other hand, the distance to the church of member­
ship in this area did not exceed 15 miles o The question on in.formal 
visiting pe.tterns was interesting in tha.t most of the respondents 
and their families traveled within a 10  mile dis nnce of their 
homes but 25% travel0d a distance greater than 30 m..i.les o 
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The distances traveled for education and recreation were quite 
similar in that both services ue!'e available ,dtri_in 30 m:.i.les of the 
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respondent 1 s home (Table 15 ) , 
Area III encompassed an area from 10  to 30 miles south and 
west of Aberdeen, The distances traveled for General Trade and 
Professional Services seem to c orrespond with the distance to 
Aberdeen , On the other hand, Redfield , a city appr0ximately 20 miles 
south of the center of Area III , most certainly draws some of the 
trade for the area , 
The distances traveled to secure educational facilities, meet 
with organizations, and to reach t.1i.e respondent ' s church of member­
ship were in most cases no greater the.n 1 0  to 15 miles , The dis­
tances reported for informal visiting, recreation , and service trade 
seemed to spread quite evenly throughout the range (Table 16) , 
Area IV is located from 45 to 55 miles west of Aberdeen , It 
is also located appro:x:i.mately 55 to 60 miles from Mobridge , The 
distances traveled for Informal Visiting , General Trade, and Profes­
sional Services indicate tha.t from 20-t to 33il of the respondents felt 
that it was necessary to travel over 40 miles to obtain these services. 
The rest of the servlces �eem to be adequately provided �I'-lthin the 
area itself ( Table 17 ) o  
Area VII encompasses :m area from 10  to 40 miles east of 
Aberdeen 9 The majorj_ty of the interviews in this area were com­
pleted in and around Groton which is :J. 7 miles ea.st of Aberdeeno  The 
influence of Aberdeen ce.n be seen : :n the distances traveled for Recre­
ation, Genera.l Trade, Service Trade , · an .. Professional Services o On 
TABLE 15 . --Distance Traveled from Home for Access to  Selected Services in Geographical 
Subarea I 
Educa- Organiza- Informal Recrea- General Service Profes- Church 
tion tions Visiting tion Trade Trade sional of 
Distance Patterns Services Membership 
(N=26 ) (N=33 ) (N=20) (N=51) (N=60)  (N=l04) (N=95 ) (N=20) 
Percent 
One Mile 
or less 7 . 7  15 . 2  25 . 0  7 . 8  5 . 0  15 . 4  3 . 2 3 5 . 0  
2 - 5 3 . 8 3 0 . 3  20 . 0  19 . 6  6 . 7  10 . 6  3 . 2 2 5 . 0  
6 - 10 38 . 5  42 . 4 15 . 0  19 . 6  3 . 3 13 . 5  4 . 2 3 5 . 0  
11 - 15 11 . 5  6 . 1 5 . 0 7 . 8  0 . 0  2 . 9  3 . 2  5 . 0  
16 - 20 15 . 4  0 . 0  0 . 0  13 . 7  25 . 0  10 . 6  27 . 4 0 . 0  
21 - 25 7 . 7  0 . 0  5 . 0 9 . 8  21 . 7  13 . 5 24 . 2 0 . 0  
26 - _ 30 11 . 5  3 . 0 5 . 0  13 . 7 25 . 0  19 . 2 20 . 0  0 . 0  
31  - 35  3 . 8 0 . 0 15 . 0  2 . 0  8 . 3 8 . 7 10 . 5  0 . 0  
3 6  - 40 0 . 0 0 . 0  5 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0  
Over 40 0 . 0 3 . 0 ? · 0  5 . 9  5 . 0  5 . 8  4 . 2 0 . 0  
Total 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  
Chi-square = 172 . 80647 DF = 63 P = ( . 001 
Total 
(N=409) 
11 � 0  
11 . 7  
15 . 6  
4 . 2  
15 . 4  
14 . 2 
16 . 1 
7 . 1  
. 2  
4 . 4  
100 . 0  
+-
00 
TABLE 16 . --Distance Traveled from Home for Access to Selected Services  in Geographical 
• Subarea III 
Educa- Organiza- Informal Recrea- General Service Profes- Church 
tion tions Visiting tion Trade Trade sional of 
Distance Patterns Service s  Membership 
(N=49) (N=7.6 )  (N=42 )  (N=l52 )  (N=l34)  (N=l77 )  (N=218) (N=45 ) 
Percent 
One mile 
or less  34 - 7  48 . 7  11 . 9  12 . 5  7 . 5  27 . 7  6 . 9  53 . 3  
2 "'."" 5 18 . 4 27 . 6  9 . 5 5 . 9  2 . 2 11 . 9  3 . 2 3 7 . 8  
6 - 10 20 . 4 15 . 8  16 . 7 11 . 8  8 . 2  11 . 3  13 . 3  8 . 9 . 11 - 15 6 . 1 0 . 0 9 . 5  11 . 2  10 . 4  11 . 9  10 . 1  0 . 0  
16 - 20 8 . 2 2 . 6 16 . 7  21 . 1  21 . 6  8 . 5  25 . 2  0 . 0  
21 - 25 4 . 1  2 . 6 9 . 5 17 . 8  21 . 6  10 . 2  18 . 8  0 . 0 
26 - 30 6 . 1 1 . 3 2 . 4  9 . 9 10 . 4  8 . 5 12 . 4 0 . 0 
31 - 35  2 . 0 1 . 3  2 . 4 1 . 3  4 . 5  2 . 3 L 4  0 . 0  
3 6  - 40 0 . 0 0 . 0  4 . 8  3 . 3 6 . 0  4 . 5  2 . 8 0 . 0  
Over 40 0 . 0  0 . 0  1:6 . 7 5 . 3 7 . 5  3 . 4 6 . 0  0 . 0  
Total 100 . 0 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  
Chi-square = 330 . 63923 DF = 63 p = ( . 001 
Total 
(N=893 ) 
19 ; 7  
10 . 2  
12 . 4  
9 . 1  
16 . 1  
13 . 8  
8 . 5 
2 . 0 
3 . 2 
4 . 9  
100 . 0  
-t:=" 
'° 
TABLE 17 . --Distance Traveled from Home for Access to Se lected Services in Geographical 
Subarea IV 
Educa- Organiza- Informal Recrea- General Service Profes- . Church 
tion tions Visiting tion Trade Trade sional of 
Distance Patterns Services Membership 
(N=41) (N=36)  (N=24) (N=81) (N=70) (N=96 ) (N=l08) (N=24 )  
Percent 
One mile 
or les s  46 . J  44 - 4  29 . 2  46 . 9 27 . 1  29 . 2 17 . 6  45 . 8  
2 - 5 19 . 5  30 . 6 16 . 7  19 . 8 17 . 1  24 . 0  8 . 3  25 . 0  
6 - 10 19 . 5  11 . 1  8 . 3  11 . 1  7 . 1  17 . 7  7 . 4  12 . 5 . 
11 - 15 7 . 3 8 . 3  8 . 3  13 . 6  4 . 3  13 . 5  6 . 5  12 . 5 
16 - 20 0 . 0  0 . 0  4 . 2  0 . 0  1 . 4  2 . 1  5 . 6  0 . 0  
21 - 25 0 . 0  5 . 6 4 . 2 0 . 0  2 . 9  2 . 1 11 . 1  0 . 0  
26 - JO 2 . 4 0 . 0  4 . 2 3 . 7 2 . 9 1 . 0  10 . 2 4 . 2 
31 - 35  0 . 0 0 . 0  0 . 0  1 . 2  2 . 9 1 . 0  3 . 7 0 . 0  
3 6  - 40 0 . 0  0 . 0  4 . 2  0 . 0  1 . 4  1 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
Over 40 4 . 9 0 . 0 20 . 8  3 . 7 32 . 9  8 . 3 29 . 7  0 . 0  
Total 100 . 0  100 . 0 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  
Chi-square = 247 . 22523 DF = 63 p = < . 001 
T otal 
(N=480) 
32 � 7 
18 . 5  
11 . 7  
9 .  l+ 
2 . 1  
4 . 0  
4 . 2 
1 . 7 
. 6  
15 . 2 
100 . 0  
V\ 
0 
the other hand, Educational and Organiz at.ional Services, Informal 
Visiting , and Churches are apparently adequately supplied with the . 
area (Table 18) .  
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Area IX is composed of the city of Aberdeen. As might be 
expected, the distance traveled for services is less than one mile 
in over 90-� of the cases , The only significant deviation from this · 
pattern is seen in the distance traveled for Informal Visiting. 
Eleven percent traveled distances greater than 20 miles to visit 
with friends and relatives ( Table 19) .  
Table 20 shows a composite of all 5 subareas .  The distances  
traveled are somewhat distorted due to the influence of Area IX  but 
not to the extent of rendering the · table useless.  Area IX compris­
ed 38 ,5% of the sample. As can be seen the distance traveled for 
Professional Services i s  less than one mile for 49/6 of the respond­
ents and the distance traveled to Church of Membership is  less t.han 
one mile for 68% of the respondents , The percentage of respondents 
traveling less than one mile for the other services range between 
these two figures o In several of the categories there is a greater 
percentage of respondents in the 16 to 20 1tlle distance group. For 
example , Professional Services, General Trade , and Recreation show 
thl.s characteristic " In the other categories, there is a r-elativeJ.y 
gradual dimiri..ishing in the percentage of responses as the distance 
becomes greater e Agai11t In.formal Visiting ..... hows a peak in the over 
40 miles group ( 9 /3;h) 0 
TABLE 18, --Distance Traveled from Home for Access to Selected Services in Geographical 
Subarea VII 
Educa- Organiza- Informal Recrea- General Service Profes- Church 
tion tions Visiting tion Trade Trade sional of 
Dis ts.nee Patterns Services Membership 




or less 52 . 0  43 .9 50 ,8 41 .4 31 . 5  41 .5 28 . 0  60 .9 
2 - 5 9 o4 12 .2  4.8  10.2 1 .5 7 . 0  2 . 7  13 . 0  
6 ;... 1 0  18 .9 19 .5  9 .5 14 , 9 5 ,4 18 .2  5 .8 15 , 9 
1.1 - 15 7 . 9  9 .8 1 1 . 1  10 .2  7 .4 13 .6  8 05 7 .2 · 
16 - 20 3 o 1 7 o3 11 . 1  13 .5 23 .2 11 .2 23 .2  2 .9 
21. - 25 2 a4 2 04 6 .3 5 . 1 7 o 9 3 . 5  13 . 1  o . o  
26 - 30 i o6 2 .4 1 .6 1 .9 5 . 9 1 .6 2 . 7 · o o o 
31 - 35 J . 1 2 ,4 1 .6 1 .4 8. 9 2 . 7 11 . 3  o . o  
36 - L�O 1 .6 O o O  1 .6 1 .4 5 ,4 o . o  3 , 7  0 ., 0 
Over b.,Q O o O  o . o  1 .6 o . o  J . O ,8 ,9  o . o  
Total 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  1 00 . 0  100 . 0  
Chi-square = 273 .,75333 DF = 63 P ::: ( , 001 
Total 
(N=1304) 
39-. 1  
6 .2 
12 . 1  
9 e7 





, 9  
100 . 0  
V\ 
l'.) 
TABLE 19. -Distance Traveled from Home for Access to Selected Services in Geographical 
Subarea IX 
Educa- Organiza- Informal Recrea- General Service Profes- Church 
tion tions Visiting tion Trade Trade sional of 
Distance Patterns Services Membership 
(N=-=195)  ( N=159) ( N=99) (N=41-3) (N=297) (N=200) ( N=487 ) (N=99) 
Percent 
One mile 
or less 97 o4 96 .9 84.9 98 .0  98 . 0  91 .0 98 .4 91 .9 
2 - 5 2 06 06  1 . 0  . 1 . 0  2 . 0  6.5 1 . 0  8 . 1 
6 - to o . o  o . o  3 . 0 .5 o . o  o . o  .4 o . o·. 
1.1 - :J.5 0 o 0  . 6  o . o  . 5  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
16 - 20 0 o 0  0 a 0  o . o  o . o  o . o  .5 o . o  o . o  
2 1  - 25 0 , 0  0 ., 0 1 e 0 ' o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
26 - 30 o . o  o . o  1 . 0 o . o  o . o  . 5  o . o  o . o  
3 1  - 35 0 o 0  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
3 6  - 40 o . o  0 o 0  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
over 40 o . o  1 119 9 . 1 o . o  o . o  1 .5 .2  o . o  
Total 100. 0 100 e 0  100 . 0  100. 0 100 . 0  100 . 0  100. 0  100. 0 
Chi-square = 192 038673 DF = 63 P = <  . 001 
Total 
(N=1949) 




. 1  
• J. 
. 1  
o . o  
o . o  
.8  
100 . 0  
\.rt 
\...v 
TABLE 20 0 -Dista.nce Traveled from Home for Access to Selected Services in All Geographical 
Subareas 
Educa�- Organize.- Inform.al Recrea- General Service Profes- Church Total 
tion tions Visiting tion Trade Trade sional of 
Distance Patterns Services Membership 
( N=472) (N=:3'+5 ) ( N=248) (N=9l2) (N=764) ( N=835) (N=1236 ) ( N=257 )  (N=5069) 
Percent 
One mile 
or less 62 o 3 66 .7  53 .6  60 . 9  50. 7  45.7 49.2 68 . 1  54.5 
2 - 5 8.5 13 . 9  6.5 6 . 7  3 . 7 10.3 2.7 17. 5  7 . 0  
6 - to 12 .7 1L, O  8.5 7. 8  3 .8 1 1 . 7  5 . 0  9.7 _ s . o 
A - 15 5 195 2.9 5 .6 6. 1 4.2 8.6 4 . 9  3 .5 5.5 
16 - 20 3.8 1 .4 6. o 7.5 12 . 0  6. 9 13.2 .8  8 . 3 
21 - 25 L,9 1 .,4 4.4 4. 7  7 .9 5 . 1 9 .6 o . o  5 e 7 
26 - 30 L,5 e 9  2 . 0  3.2 5 .6 4.9 5. 3  .4 J .8 
31 - 35 L3 ,,6 2 .0 . 8  4 . 1  2 . 5 4·_4 o . o 2.5  
36 - 40 1 e 1 o. o 2 .0 . 9 2 .6  1 . 1 1 . 5 o . o 1 . 3  
Over 40 L5 1 .2 .9. 3 1 . 5  5.5 3 . 0 4 .3  o . o 3.3 
Tota.l 100.0  100. 0 100.0 100. 0 100. 0 100.0 100 . 0  100. 0 100. 0 
Chi-square = 624 .53990 DF = 63 P = < - 001 
V\ 
{:" 
III . Attitudes Toward the Church and � in � Church 
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In an effort to ascertain what the church members thought 
about their churches and changes taking place in their c�urches, a 
series of questions were asked concerning such matters as financial 
support of the church ,  reasons for belonging to the church , attitudes 
toward cooperation, welcoming members, . and merger with other churches . 
of either the same or a different denomination. Several of the basic 
factors were cross tabulated ·with these attitudinal questions , A 
Chi-square analysis was performed to determine a.ny significa.11t in­
fluences that nL\ght be operating in the formation of these attitudes, 
A summary of the results of the Chi-square analyses completed 
is presented in Table 21 . 
In the interest of .expediting this work only those cross tabu­
lations which were sign:i.ficant at the . 05 level or less wlll be dis­
cussed in depth . This is not to say that those fact.ors t.1-:tat were not 
significant are unimportant . 
Tables 22 and 23 give an indication of the financial support 
given to the chu�ch by the families in the sample o While all but one 
family gives money to the church , the practice of yearly- pledgi11g does  
not seem to  be as widespread in the rural areas as it  ts :i.n the urban 
area c; One re ason given by respondents for the relative lack of pledg� 
ing i:n the rural areas is  that, for the f8.rmer and the small business  
man dependent on farm •trade :, income fluctuates to such an e. �tent tha.t 
one year the family nw.y be able to give a substanti_al e.mount to the 
church and the _.ext year very 1: ttle $ On ths other hand 1 urban 
TABLE 2L, �-Summary of Results of Chi-square Analyses 
Cross Tabulations 
Area ( subarea) 
Place of Residence 
Length· of Residence 
Age of Respondent 
Education of Respondent 
Occupation of Respondent 
Denorcri nation of Respondent 
Why do you belong 
to or attend the 
church you do7 
DF Chi-sq. ( a) 
28 94,30103**** 
14 56. 91898�'< >:C** 
63 70050060 
77 60 ,75395 
42 61.36009* 
49 5L, 13394 
35 52.80125� 
( a) * Significant at , 05 level 
** Significant at . 02 level 
**:->= Sign.i..ficant at • 01 level · 
**** Sign..tficant at . 001 level 
Blank not Significa...�t 
Do you think small 
rural churches could 
be absorbed into 
larger centralized 
churches without loss 
to rural life? 
DF Chi-sq. ( a) 
4 19 .2.3.543**** 
2 7. 37822* 
9 9.46116 
1 1  7 .96391 
6 3 . 9394-4 
7 9 .32277 
5 1 .72248 
If no : Why do 
you think the 
church is needed 
in rural 
cormnu.nities ? 
DF Chi-sq. (a� 
28 34 .69127 
18 23. 06340 
63 48 . 73718 
70 56.30679 
54 44. 97603 




TABLE 21 0 --Continued 
Cross Tabulations 
Area (Suba.rea.) 
Place of Residence 
Length of Residence 
Age of E,espondent 
Education of Respondent 
Occupation of Respondent 
· Denomination of Respondent 
Do you think the 
membership of your 
congregation is 
too sma.l.1 ;  too 
large ; about right? 
DF Chi-sq. (a) 
8 55 .83553**** 
4 47 .31316**** . 
18 17 . 10532 
22 24 .68695 
12 4 031759 
14 - 28. 77164** 
10  37 . 33673**** 
(a) * Significant at , 05 level 
>:0:: Significant at • 02 level 
**>Jc Signif:tca.nt at . 01 level 
�to:�* ,:c Significe.nt at • 001 level 
Blank not Significant 
Approximately 




ices at your 
church? 
DF Chi-sq. (a) 
32 .56.33066*** 
16 20. 05095 
72 83 . 93239 
88 86 . 92848 
48 66 e589J2* 
56 48. 02592 
35 74.51709**** 
Do you prefer 
churches which 
cooperate with 









· Chi-sq. (a) 
(b) 






(b)Absence of any Chi-square value indicates no analysis was completed on this cross 
tabulationo \.J'l -.,J 
TABLE 21 , --Continued 
Cross Tabulations 
Area (Subarea) 
Pl�ce of Residence 
l-0�.gth of Residence 
Age of Respondent 
Education of Respondent 
Occupation of Respondent 
, Denomination of Respondent 
Do you prefer 
churches which 
cooperate with 
churches of other 
denornina tions '{ 
DF Chi-sq . ( a) 
4 6.70023 
2 5 . 19241 
9 5.62912 
11  11. 13479 
6 L� . 91878 
7 · 2.29960 
5 10 0 18508 
(a)  * Significant at .05 level 
** Significant at , 02 level 
*)i:* Sigr.ificant at . 01 level 
**** Significant a:'c . 001 level 
Blan.� not Significant 
If your church could not 
continue its program because 
you were u112..ble to obtain the 
services of a full-time minister , 
would you be willing to give up 
your church buildings and merge 
with another church of the � 
denomination'? 
DF Chi-sq • ( a.,) 
3 24. 15604**** 
2 4 . 07150  
9 16 . 11594 
10  17 . 12637 
6 5 . 71694-
7 24.55356**** 
5 5 .25893 
\.J',. 
(X) 
TABLE 21 . --Continued 
Cross Tabulations 
Area (subarea) 
Place of Residence 
Length of Residence 
Age of Respondent 
Education of Respondent 
Occupation of Respondent 
Denomination of Respondent 
If your church could not 
continue its program because 
you were unable· to obtain the 
services of a .full-time minister, 
would you be willing to give up 
your church buildings and merge 














5 . 74947 
10 040491 
7 ei75270 
18 . 90543*** 
(a) >:c Sig!\.ificant at . 05 level 
** Significant at . 02 level 
*** Significant at . 01 level 
,ic >:c** Significant at e 001 level 
Blan.� not Significant 
Would you welcome 
members of other 
churches of the 
� denomination 
into membership 
in your church? 




Chi-square value indicates no analysis was completed on this cross 
\1' 
'° 
TABLE 2 .ed 
' Cross Tabulations 
. Area ( suba.rea) 
Place of Residence 
. Length of Residence 
ge of Respondent 
Education of Respondent 
Occup2tion of Respondent 
Thmcr-tlna.t.ion of Resuondent ' ;.; 
Would you welcome 




membership in your 
church? 
DF Chi-sq .  ( a) 
3 3 . o4220 
2 3 .24866 
9 8. 99562 
10  8.84704 
6 3 . 74095 
7 3 . 99205 
5 3 . 95455 
( a) * Significant at . 05 level 
** Significant at . 02 level 
·** Significant at . 01 level 
**,:,:* Significant at . 001 level 
Blank not Sig�ific�nt 
What major 
improvements do 
you thin..1{ the 
churches of your 
community need 
to make? 
DF Chi-sq. (a )  
12 31 . 33260*** 
6 9. 99617 
27 24.66435 
33 22.89668 
18 1 7 _,61128 
21 23 .56485 
15 23 .40909 
What do you think 
the future of your 
congregation is , 
say ten to fifteen 
years from now7 
DF Chi-sq.  (a) 
24 87. 100875**** 
12 53. 74229**** 
54 45. 20206 
66 72 . 77008 
36 30 .63525 





· church members in most cases receive a steady income from one year 
to the next o 









1 00 . 0  
o . o  
100 . 0  
A-III 
( N=45) 
100 . 0  
o . o  







1 00. 0 
o . o  
100 . 0  
100. 0 
o . o 




L O  
1 00 . 0  
Total 
( N=257) 
99 .6  
0 ,4 
TABLE 2J . --Dis-cribution of Families Making a Yeariy Pledge to the 






P== < 0 001 
A-I 
( N=20)  
70 . 0  
J0 o0  
100 � 0  
A-III 
(N=45) 
l�6 . 7 
53 11 3  
100 . 0  
Geograplrl.ca.l Subarea 
A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
(N=24) ( N=69) ( N=98) ( N=256 )  
Percent 
JJ. J  44,9 82 , 7  60 .5  
66 07  55 o 1  17. J  J9 o5 
100 . 0  100 0 0  100 . 0  1 00 . 0  
In response to the question concerning reasons for belonging 




predominated was that the .respondent grew up in that particular 
church. Belief in the doctrines of the church ( denomination) was 
also important in belonging to that church. Another factor that was 
apparently important to respondents in Areas I and III was the close-
ness of the particular church . A fourth reason tha.t seemed quite im-
portant. was the matter of joining the husband ' s/wife ' s  church , 
TABLE 2L� , --Reasons Given by Respondents for Belonging to the Church 
by Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Reasons A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
( N=20) ( N=44) ( N=24) (N=68 ) ( N==99) ( N=255 ) 
Percent 
Grew up in it 30.0 38 . 6  33 , 3 6L8 47,5  47. 1  
Believe it has 
Best Doctrines 25.0 1 1 .4 33 , 3  1 1 . 8  16.2 16.5 
Like the People 
There o . o  2, 3 0,0 2. 9 7 , 1 3 . 9  
The Closest 
Church 20.0 31+ . 1  O c O  2. 9 1 .0 8.6 
H a s  a Good 
Minister 0 ,0 2, 3  o . o  o . o  . . 5 , 1  2 .4 My Denomination 10.0 2. 3 0,0 5 . 9  2.0 3 e 5  
J oined Spouse l s 
Church 15.0 9 , 1 29 .2 il4-. 7 11 . 1  13 ,7 
Other o . o  o . o  4.2 o . o  10. 1 4 .3  
Total 100.0 10000 100.0 100 0 1 00 ci 0 100. 0 
Table 24 also shows that there was a relationsh:.i..p between the 
A ea. ( mi.br.rea) :_n -whic the r$sponden ·. lived and t. .. e reasons for 
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belonging to the church . 2 . · 
When the reasons for belonging to or attending the church are 
analyzed on the basis of place of residence, it was fo�u1d that those 
respondents living in the open country or in villages differed signif­
icantly from the other two categories in that they felt that the 
closeness of the church was an important consideration . Respondents 
living in the city felt that the people belonging to the church were 
important, as was also the minister . 
TABLE 25. --Reasons for Belonging to Church as Related to Pla,ce of 
Residence 
Reasons 
Grew up in  Church 
Bel.i..eve it  Has the Best 
Doctrines 
Like t e People There 
The Close st Church 
Has a. Good Nird. ster 
Individual I s Denomination 
Joined Spouse r s  Church 
Other 
Total 
P= < 001 
Place of Residence 
Open Country 
or Town City 
Village 
( N=98 ) ( N=60) ( N=97 ) 
Percent 
39 .8 58 . 3 47 .4 
16 . 3  18 . 3 15 .5  
1 . 0 3 . 3  7. 2 
20 .4 1 . 7 L, 0 
1 . 0 O e O  5 . 2  
3 , 2 6. 7 2. 1 
18 .4 1 0  0 1 1 . 3  
o . o  1 . 7  1 0. J  
1 00 . 0  100 e 0  1 00 c 0  
Total 
( N=255 ) 
47 . 1  
16 .5 
3 . 9  
8 .6 
2 .4 . 
3 o5 
13 .7 
4 . 3  
1 00 c, O 
2':Che Cl:1:i �·squ"re me chod of data "l1!J.lysis does not , hou d:i.rect· on. 
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Table 26 compares the education of the respondent with reasons 
for belonging to · or attending his church, Significant differences . 
appear between those with les s ·than 8 years of formal education and 
the other levels of education in that those with less education seem 
to have a greater attachment to the denomination . Those respondents 
with 8 years of formal education differ in that fewer of them 1 1grew 
up in their church f l and more of them "like the people there, " 
Respondents 'With from 9 to 1 1  years of form.al education differ in  
that fewer of them grew up in their present church and more of them 
believe that their church ( denomination) has the best doctrines .  
Respondents with 16 years of  formal education differ in that a greater 
number of them joined their spouse ' s church Respondents with 17 or 
more years of formal education differ in that fewer of them grew up 
in their present church and fewer believe that it has the best 
doctrine . 
Table 27 compares the denomination of the respondent with the 
reasons for belonging to or attending his church, Of the respondents 
affil: a.ted with the American Lutheran Church feTrer of them consider 
the closeness  of the church as important, whereas more of them con­
sider the m:i.11_1..ster as an important reason , The percentage joining 
the spouse t c church is higher than for the other denoraina.tions ,  On 
the ot er hand, respondents affiliated with the Missouri Synod 
Lutheran Churc 1 co sider the denom.i.na tion of their church as im.portant o 
Fewer :Eethod-i st respondents j oi1ted their spouse '_s church . A g1 eater 
number of respon e .. 1 · s  ffiliat.ed . .  · th -the United Presbyterian Church 
TABLE 26 , --Reasons £or BeloP.ging to Church as Related to Education of Respondent 
(Highest Grade Completed) 
Education of Respondent 
Less than 8 9-11 12 13-15 16 17 Re8.sons 8 Grades or More 
(N=9) ( N=47) (N=17) (N=92) ( N=59)  ( N=20 )  (N=11 ) 
Percent 
G_rew up in Church 33 .3  38 .J 29.4 52 .2 54. 2  J.5 . 0  63 .6 
Believe it Ha.s The 
Best Doctrines 22 .2  17. 0 41 .2 13 . 0  1 1 . 9  15. 0  27 .3 
d.ke tho People There o . o  10 .6 o . o  J . 3  1 .7 5. 0 o . o  
The Closest. Church 22 . 2 12 .8 5.9 8 .7 8 ,.5 o . o  o . o  
Has a Good Minister o . o  2 . 1  o . o  J . J  J .4 o . o  o . o  
Hy Denozn.i:nation 22 . 2 6 .4 o . o  2.2 1 .7 5 . 0 o . o  
Joined Spouse I s Church . o . o  · 10.6  5 . 9 16 .J 13.6  30 . 0  o . o  
, Other o . o  2 . 1  17,6 1 . 1 5 . 1 1 0 . 0  9 . 1  
Total 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  1 00 . 0  1 00 . 0  
P = ( o 05 
Total 
( N=255) 
47 . 1 
16 .5 




13 .7  
4.3  
100 . 0  
°' 
V"\ 
TABLE 27 , -Reasons fo� Belonging to Church as Related to Denomination of Respondent 
(First Ranked Response) 
Reasons 
Grew up in Chu:rch 
Believe it Has The 
Bast Doctrines 
.. Jike The People There 
The Closest Church 
Has a Good Minister 
My Denrndnation 
oined Spouse ' s  Church 
Other 
Total 
P = ( ,05 
Denomi�..ation of Respondent 
United United 
Lutheran Lutheran Methodist Presbyte- Church of Baptist Total 
(ALC ) (Mo .Syd o ) rian Christ 
(N=70) (N=52) (N=56 )  (N=28 )  ( N=24) ( N=8) ( N=240) 
Percent 
44.3 53.8 55.4 42. 9  45 .8 37. 5  48.7 
18 .6  13 .5  14 .3 10.7  8 . J 50 . 0  1.5.5 
5 ,, 7  o . o  J.6 7. 1  4.2  o . o  J .8 
4.3 7 .7 7. 1 25. 0  16 . 7  o . o  9.2 
4.3  1 o 9 1 .8 o . o  o . o  o . o  2 . 1 
L4 7. 7 o . o  o . o  12 .5  o . o  J.4 
17. 1  15 .4 7 . 1  10.7  12.5  12 . 5  1J , 0  
4o3 o . o  10. 7 J .6 o . o  o . o  4.2  
100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 1 00. 0 1 00. 0 100. 0 
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consider the closeness of .the church. A greater number of respond­
- ents affiliated with the Baptist Church believe that their church has 
the be-st doctrines .  
Table 28 gives the frequencies a11d percentages of responses to 
the question: "Do you think small rural churches cou.ld be absorbed 
i11to larger centralized churches ·without loss to rural life? 1 1 There 
was a considerable di vlsion of opinion in each of the areas . A 1 1yes" 
answer to this question would indicate some doubt as to the efficiency 
of the small rural church , whereas a 1 1no 1 1  answer would indicate that 
the respondent felt the small rural church is needed and its loss 
would be a loss to the way of life in the rural areas . The IT'...ajority 
of the respondents in Areas IV and VII indi.cated that the small rural 
churches could ·be .. centralized without loss to rural life , The major­
ity of the respondents in Areas III and IX indicated a need for the 
sm.a1-l rural church in its present form and size. The respondents in 
Area I seem to be everuy di vlded on the question o 
Table 29 compares place of residence with whether the respond­
ent feels that the small rural church can be absorbed into arger 
centralized churches without loss to rural life o V'lhile the respond- · 
ents living in the op�m cou.ntry or the vlllages were fairly evenly 
divided on this question, it was found that more respondents in the 
t01ms answered 1 1y-es 1 1  while more respondents in -�·he city answered 
"no o 1 1 
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TABLE 28 . --0pinion .of Respondents as to Whether the Small Rural 
Churches can be Absorbed into Larger Centralized Churches 
Without Loss to Rural Life by Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Opinion A-I A-III A-TI A-VII A-IX Total ( N=19) ( N=4J ) ( N=23) ( N=6.5) ( N:::96 ) ( N:::2L�6) 
Percent 
Yes 47 , l� 34 ,9 6.5 . 2  70 .8  42 . 7  .51 .2 
No .52 , 6  6.5 . 1  34 .8  29 .2 .57 . 3  48 .8 
'fotal 100 . 0  1 00 , 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0 1 00 , 0  
P-= < , 001 
TABLE 29 --Opinion of Respondents as to Whether the Small Rural 
Churches can be Absorbed into Larger Centralized Churches . ·without Loss to Rural Life by Place of Residence 
Place of Residence 
Open Country 
or Town City Total 
Opiri.ion Village 
( N=94) ( F=.58) ( l1=94) ( N==246 ) 
Percent 
Yes 5J o2  63 .8 41 o 5  .51 . 2  
No 46 .8  36 o2  .58  • .5 48 0 8  
Total 100 0 1 00. 0 100 , 0  100 ., 0 
P== ( , 05 
e ques ion :  "If no : \Thy do yo tlri.nK the c urc.h · s nee ed 
in · rural conm1 ·ut ·  es ? 1 1 is actually a su d:tvision. of the quest: on 
immediately preced:i:ng it . - This question has been handled separately 
in the hope that it would provide additional information on the think­
ing of those respondents that 'feel the rural church i.s adequate in 
its present form . Table 30 presents several of the ma.in reasons 
given by respondents in response to this question.  
TABIE 30 , --Reasons Given for the Rural Church Being Needed in Rural 
Communities (Respondents Indicating Opposition to Absorb­






















o . o  
20 . 0  
o . o  
o . o  
30 . 0  
40 . 0  
1 0 . 0  
A-III 
( N=30 ) 
o . o  
10 . 0 
100 " 0  
Geographical Subarea 
A-IV 
( N==8 ) 
A-VII 
( N=18)  
Percent 
o . o  
o . o  
100 . 0  
22 . 2  
o . o 
33 . 3  
o . o  
:1. L 1 
1 00 Q O 
A-TX 
( N==55 )  
3.6 
18. 2  
o . o  
1 00 & 0  
Total 
( N=121 ) 
2 .5 
16 , 5 
29.8  
6 .6  
1 00 . 0  
Fom" of t.hese reasons s_ ould be noted. -The factor. of distance 
to chu:r h is important in Areas I ,  III , a ·1d J.. V m1d is i:mpor· ant to a 
lesser degree in Area IX . · Area VII respondents ignored this reason 
altogether , The fellowship function of the rural church was con­
sidered important in Areas I ,  VII , and IX but less so . in Area III . 
Respondents in Area IV ignored this reason , 
Two other reasons that received ·some emphasis were that the 
small rural church improves the community, and that it fills the 
spiritual needs of the people o 
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None of the cross tabulations indicated significance for this 
question ( Table 21 ) . 
In response to the question : 1 1Do you think the membership of 
your congregation is too small ; too large ; about right? 1 1  it was found 
that in all areas except Area III the majority of the respondents 
felt that their congregation was about the right size , The only area 
in which there was a significant percentage of respondents that felt 
that their congregation was too large was in Area IX .  
TABLE 3L --A.tt · tude Toward Size of Own Church Congregation by 
Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Attitude A-I A-III A-rJ A-VII A-IX 
( N=20) ( N=:l-1-5 ) ( i1-2l}) (N=69 ) ( N=96 ) 
Percent 
Too Small 45 . 0  48 9 45 0 8  3L 9 1 1 .5 
Too Large o . o  2 . 2 L� e 2- 0 0 25 e 0  
About Right .. 55 . 0 48 . 9 50 o 0  68 . 1  63 ., 5  
Total 1 00 . 0  :1. 00 e O  100 11 0  100 0 100 :i O  
P-= ( � 001 
Total 
( N=254) 
29 .5  
1 0 e 3 
60 . 2  
100 , 0  
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I n  the Chi-square analysis of this table it was found that in 
each area except Area · IX the actual frequency of the "too sma.11 1 1 
category was larger than the eA--pected frequency for t�s category ,  
Area IX had a lower actual frequency in the category than . expected ,  
Table 32  compares place of  residence with attitude toward size 
of the respondent ' s  congrega·�ion . While the respondents living in 
towns showed a fairly close correlation with the expected frequencies 
in these three categories, the open country/village respondents indi­
cated t hat their congregation was too smaLl by almost one-third. On 
the other hand, the city respondents had a substantially lower actual 
frequency in the too small category and a substantially higher fre­
quency in the too large category. 
TABLE 32, --Attitude Toward Size of Own Congregation as Related to 






P= (. 001 
Place of Residence 
Open Cou11try 
or To1-m City 
Village 
( N=99) ( N=6:I. ) ( N==91+) 
Percent 
42 o4 36 11 1  1 L 7  
3 , 1  0 0 24 0 5  
5'+.5 63 1) 9  63 0 8  
1 00 e 0  100 0 0  1 00 0 0  
Total 
( N=254) 
29 o5  
1 0 , 3  
60 o2  
100 0 0  
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\>Jhen the occupation. of the respondont was compared with his 
attitude toward the size of lu.s congregation ,  it was found that of 
those respondents in the profes.sional and technical occupations and 
also those employed as service workers and operators, a large number 
of them felt their congregation� were too large. On the other hand, 
fewer house-wives felt that their congregation was too large . More 
farmers expres s ed the opinion that their congregation was too small 
( Table 33) . 
Table 34 compares the denomination of the respondent with his 
attitude toward the size of his congregation , Of those respondents 
affiliated with the American Lutheran Church a greater number felt 
that their congregations were too large , Of the respondents that 
were members of the Missouri Synod Lutheran Church more of them felt 
that their congregations were about right . Of the respondents affil­
iated with the United Presbyterian Church and with the United Church 
of Christ , more felt that their churches were - too small .  
Table 35 presents the estimates  of respondents as to what 
per cent of the members attend Sunday religious serv-ices at his church , 
Approximately 69;t of the responses placed the attendance at between 
46('110 1 b and 75;c> of the mem ers o 
The greatest devlance from the expected frequency occurs in 
the 66fa to 75% category for all areas . 
Table 36 coaupares the educa-tion of the respondent ·with his 
estimate of the percent of members attending Sunday religious service !:i ,  
Those respondents with 8 years of form�l education te1 ded to estimate 
I 
TABLE 33 e-Attitude Toward Size of Own Church Congregation as Related to Occupation or Social 
Position of Respondent 
Occupation or Social Position of Respondent 
Profess o  Mgr . Service 
Off. , House- Farmer Clerical Wkrs . ,  Retired Unemployed Total 
Attitude Tech. Propr. wife Operat. 
( N==29) ( N=12) ( N=129) (N=1.5 ) (N=17) ( N=26 ) (N=25 ) ( N==1 )  ( N=2.54) 
Percent 
Too Small 17 ,2 41 . 7  32 .6 .53 .3 29 .4 19 .2  20 . 0  o . o  29 • .5 
Too Large 20 o 7 8. 3 6 09 o . o  11 ,8  23 . 1  4 .o  100. 0 10.2 
About Right 62. 1 .50. 0  60.5 46.7 58 . 8  57.7  76 . 0  o . o  60.3 
Total 100 . 0  100 0 0  100. 0 100. 0 100.0  100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 















.,.9 , 1  
20.6 
60 e3  
... oo . o  
Lutheran 
(Mo . Syd. ) 
(N=52) 
17 .3 
o . o  
82 ,7 
100 . 0  
Denomination of Respondent 
United United 
Methodist Presbyte- Church of Baptist Total 
ria.n Christ 
( N=58) ( N=27)  (N=24) (N=8 )  (N=237 )  
Percent. 
31 . 0 55 ,6 45 .8  25. 0  28 . 7 
15 .5 o . o  4. 2 12 e5  1 0 .5 
53 .4 44.4 50. 0  62 .5 60 .8  
100. 0 100 . 0  100 . 0  100. 0 100 . 0  
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a higher percent of members attending in the 76% to 85% category.  
Those respondents with 17  years or more of formal education estimate� 
a higher percent of members attending in the 26% to 35% category. The· 
other respondents estimated higher percentages in the categories be­
tween those two extremes. 
TABLE 35 • .-..-Percent of Members Attending Religious Services as 
Indicated by Respondents by Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Percent A-I A-III A-IT A-VII A-IX Total (N=17) (N=40) (N=22) ( N=62 ) ( N=88)  .. ( N=229) 
Percent 
25% or less o . o  .5 . 0 o . o  1 .6 2. 3 2 ,2 
26 - 35 5. 9  12 .5  o.o 3.2. 1.5. 9 9.6 
36 - 4.5 17. 6 7 , 5  o . o  1 .6 9. 1 6 .6  
l+6 - 5.5 29 .4  20 . 0  9 . 1  33 ., 9 33 . 0  28 .4 
56 - 65 1 1 . 8  15. 0  13 .6  16. 1 14 .8  140 8  
66 - 75 35 o 3  17 , 5  45 .5 35.5 17 . 0 26 , 2  
76 - 85 o . o  12 o .5  13 .6  4.8 4 . 5  6,6 
86 - 95 o . o  10 . 0  13. 6 . o . o  3 .4 4.4 
Over 9.5% o . o  O o O  4.5 3 .2 o . o  1 o3 
Total 100 , 0  100 .0 100 . 0  100 , 0  100 , 0  100 , 0  
P= < . 01 
Table 37 compares Denomina ion of the Responde11t with the 
estimates gj_ven of the percent of members attending Sunday religious 
services o Respondents aff. liated 1-..rj:1.,h the America 1 Lutheran Church 
had a '·endency ·o estimate a greater nu.ro. e_ of em ers in the 56f,...fJ;/ft 
categoryo Respon ents affil:i.ated with the Missouri S yno Luther.an 
TABLE 36. --Percent of Members Attending Religious Services as Related to Education of 
Respondent (Highest Grade Completed) 
Education of Respondent 
Less than 8 9-11 12 13-15 16 17 Percent 8 Grades or Mora 
N==5 )  ( N=40) (N=14) (N=87 ) (N=52 ) (N=20)  (N=U ) 
Percent 
. I 25� or Less o . o  5 . 0  o . o 1. 1 1 . 9 5. 0 o . o  
26 - 35 o . o  7 ,,5 o . o  5.7  15.4 10. 0 36.4 
36 - 45 o . o  5 o O  7 o 1  J .4 9.6 20. 0 o . o  
·6 - 55 O o O  JO o O  14 .3 28 ,7  34.6 25. 0 27. 3 
6 - 65 60 . 0  1 0 o 0  21.4 13.8 19.2  5. 0 9. 1 
66 - 75 o .o  30 . 0  50. 0 31. 0 15.4  20. 0 18.2 
76 - 85 o . o  12 .5  7. 1 5 ,7 3 ,8 5. 0 9.1 
86 - 9.5 20 . 0  o . o  o . o  9 .2 o . o  5. 0  o . o  
Over 95% 20 . 0  o . o  o . o  1 . 1  o . o  5. 0 o . o  
� 
Total 100 . 0  100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 · 
P = < . 05 
Total 
(N=229) 
2 . 2 
9.6  
6 .6  
28.4 
14 .8  
26.2  
6 , 6  
4 .4 
1.3 
1 00. 0 
" 
°' 
TABLE 37 0 --Percent of Members Attending Religious Services a.s Related to Denomination of 
Respondent 
Denomination of Respondent 
United United 
Lutheran Lutheran Methodist Presbyte- Church of Baptist Total 
Percent (ALC) (Mo.Syd. )  rian Christ 
(N::62) (N=47) ( N=50 ) ( N=25 ) (N=21 ) (N=8) (N=21� ) 
Percent 
5% or Less O o O  2 . 1  2. 0 B . o  o . o  o . o  1 . 9 
26 - 35 9 .7 o . o  22 . 0  16 . 0  4.8  o . o 1 0 .3 
J6 - IJ15 4 ,,8 O o O  8 . 0  12 . 0  23 .8  o . o  7 . 0  
46 - 55 32 .3 14 o9  b12 . 0  32 . 0  23 . 8  o . o  28 .6 
56 - 65 19 .4 19 . 1  1 0 . 0  12 . 0  9 .5 12 .5  15 . 0 
66 - 75 27 .4 44.7 14 . o  20 . 0  2J .8  62 .5 28 .2  
76 - 85 4 .8 12 .8  o . o  o . o  4.8  12 .5  5 .2 
' 0--ver 8 516 L6 6.4 2. 0 o . o  9 . 5  12 . 5  J .8 
Total 100 .. 0 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  
P = < � 001 
""' 
""' 
Church tended to estimate . a lower number of members in the 26%-45% 
categories .  Methodists and United Presbyterians estimated a h.i.gher 
number in the low percentage categories . Respondents affiliated 
w.i.th the United Church of Christ and the Baptist Church came fairly 
- close to the expected frequency of response in. each category. 
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Table 38 presents the results of two parallel questions. The 
A part is based on response s to the question : 1 1Do you prefer churches 
which cooper,.,te ·with churches of the same denominations ? "  Part B 
is based on the responses to the question : "Do you prefer churches 
which cooperate with churches of different denominations7 1 1  in 
Table 38A all but one respondent indicated a preference for a congre­
gation that cooperates with co.ngregations of the same denomination o 
However, Table 3�B indicated that there was some division of opin.i.on 
when it crone to cooperating with congregations of other denomina ·ions . 
As much as 20% of the se�1ple in Area IX indicated that they did not 
prefer congrega,tions which cooperated with other denominations .  
Neither part of Table 38 showed significance when exposed to 
Chi-square a.nalysis e None of the cross tabulations done on this table 
were significant ( Table 21 ) , 3 
TabJ e 39 presents the results on nother set, of parallel ques.-... 
tions . The A part is based 011 responses to the question: "If your 
3Tb.e comrn.e ts and reasons given ·by respon .ent:.s for anm· er:\.ng 
.1..he quest.ions represented by Tables 38A P 38B , 39A ,  39B� 4-3A �  and 
43B as they did are given in Appsmdi.-x: D o  
TABLE 38 . --Responses Regarcltng Preference for a Congregation Which Cooperates with 
Congregations of : A - The Same Denomination; and B - Other Denomination 
by Geographical Subarea 
A B 
Sa.me Denomination Other Denomination 
Geographical Subarea Geographical Subarea 
Response A-I A-III A-IT A-VII A-IX Tot2.� ' A-I A-III A-IT A-VII A-lX Total 
(N:::20) ( N:::40) ( N==22) (N::68) (N=99) (N::-:L/ _ , (N=19) ( N:l..!,2) (N=22) (N=65) ( N==99) ( N=247) 
Percent Percent 
Yes 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.0  99.6  84,2 90.5 86 ,4 80.0  92. 9  87 .9 
No 0,0 0 ,0  0,0 0,0 1 ,0 ,4 15.8  9 , 5  · 13 .6 20. 0  7. 1  12, 1 
Total 100,0 100.0 100, 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0  100,0  100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
P = < -20 
-..J 
'° 
TABLE 390 --Responsos Regarding Willingness to Merge With Another Congregation of : A - The 
s��e Denomination; and B - Different Denomination by Geographical Subarea 
A B 
Same Denomination Different Denomination 
Geographical Subarea Geographical Subarea 
Response A-I A-III A-IT * A-VII A-IX Total A-I A-III A-IT * A-VII A-IX Total 
(N=20) ( N_,�r) ( N=24) (N=0) ( N=93 ) ( N=181 )  (N=18 )  (N==42) (N=23 ) (N=O) ( N=84) ( N=167) 
Percent Percent 
Yes 85 o 0  79 o5 100 ,, 0 o . o  1 00. 0 93.4 J8.9 42.9 69. 6  o . o  72.6  61 . 1 
No 15 o 0  20 .5  O e O  o . o  o . o  6.6 61 . 1  57. 1 30.4 o . o  27 .4  38. 9 
Total 100 0 0 100. 0 100 , 0 o . o  100 e 0  100. 0 100 . 0  100 e 0  100. 0 o •. o 100. 0 100. 0  
P = (. 001 P = < · 01 
"�These questions were not asked in the pretest given in Area VII. 
a, 
0 
church could not continue .its program because you were unable to 
obtain the services of a full-time mini. ster , would you be willing 
to give up your church buildin?'s and merge with another church of 
the same denomination? "  Part B i s  based on responses to the ques­
tion: "If your church could not continue its program because you 
were unable to obtain the services of a full-time minister , would 
you be will · ng to give up your church ·· ldings and merge with 
another church of a different denom.:ina:Lion 7 1 1 
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Table 39A shows that in Areas I and III there uas some doubt 
as to the willingness of the respondents to merge with another con­
gregation of the same denomination under these circumstances In 
Areas IT and IX there seemed to be no object:.on to merger under 
these conditions c. When a second question was asked which read, 
"merge •with another church of different denomina:tion, 1 1 there ap­
peared a considerable a.�ount of opposition to 1nerger un er ·hese 
conditions . In Areas I and III the majority of the respondents felt 
that · hey cou d not make this move In Area.s IV and IX there was a 
significant percent of the responden-cs that also felt this way but 
they were ·· n the n .nori ty o In both parts of Table 39 the respondents 
in Areas IV and IX ind:ica-'· d a greater willingness to merge than d..i.d 
the respondents · n Areas I and II . 
Table �-0 omp='.re s the occupation or soc a. position of the re-
spon ents wi ·h th .! r 1-rll ingness to merge 'vr.i. a.no l.t! er cont.'):. egation 
of -'c, e ·cme onornin2,tj_on o Th se · n the ca-i-egory of .�nagors , off·· "  
ia s ,  and proprietors ·were lec-;s  w:i. · • r; to ergo wh"1J.e ho 1.se-v es  
TABLE 4 Regarding Willingness to Merge with Another Church of the S3l11e 
s Related to Occupation or Social Position of Respondent 
Occupation or Social Position of Respondent 
Profess o Mgr. Service 
Off. , House- Farmer Clerical Wkrs . ,  Retired Unemployed 
Response Tech. Propr o ·wife Operat. 
( N=27) ( N=8 )  ( N==90) (N=1 1 )  (N=12)  ( N=18)  ( N=14) (N=1 ) 
Percent 
Yes 96 .3 62 .5 96 .7 90 .9 83 .3 88 . 9 64.3 100 . 0  
No 3 .7 37 .5 3.3 9 . 1  16 .7 1 1 . 1  35 .7 o . o  
_ot.al 100 0 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  
P = < , oo� 
Total 
( N=181 ) 
90 .6 
9 .4 
1 00 . 0  
0) 
N 
were more willi� to merge. Retired respondents also shm ed less 
willingness to merge. 
BJ 
Table 41 compares place of resi ence of the respondents and 
their willingness to merge with another church of a different denom­
inationo Respondents living in the open country or in villages show­
ed le ss willingness to merge with a different denomination.  whereas 
respondents in the city sho, ed more willingness to merge . 
TABLE 41 . --Responses Regarding Willingness to Merge w'"lth Another 
Church of a Different Denomination as Related to Place 





Place of Residence 
Open Country 
or Town City 
Village 
( N=64) ( N=21 ) ( J-82) 
Percent 
48 .4 52 .4 73.2 
51_ .6  47 .6 26. 8  
100 0 100 . 0  1 00 . 0  
Total 
(N-167 )  
61 o 1  
38 o9  
100 . 0  
Tab. e 42 compares the denomina· ion of the responden s wifu 
their w:· lli. �>'ne ss ·· o merge wit nother churc� of a different denom­
ina. �ion o The AHe can Lu horan Chu.re 1 and the :Missouri Synod Lu heran 
Church r spon ents were less  w:ill:ing to merge wl ·.h another hu:rch of 
a different cn01nina ion t e ..n were t_ e respnndem .. s f · he other f01,u• 
deno:cnin� -i ns � 
TABLE 42. --Responses Relating to Willingness to Merge with Another Congregation of a Different 
Denomination as Related to Denomination of Respondent 
Denomination of Respondent 
Lutheran Lutheran Methodist United United Baptist Total 
(ALC ) (Mo. Sydo ) Presbyte- Church of 
Response rian Christ 
(N=-47) (N=22) (N=41 ) ( N=17) ( N=22) (N::::8) ( N=157) 
Percent 
Ye s 5L, 1  31.8  68.3  88.2 68.2 87 .5  61. 1  
No 48 o 9  68.2 31 . 7  1 1 . 8  3L,8  12 .5  38 . 9  
Total 100. 0 100 . 0  100. 0 100. 0 100 . 0  100. 0 1 00. 0  
P == < . 01 
i 
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Table 43 presents data received from a third set of questions , 
The A p.:1.rt is based on the question : "Would you welcome members of 
other churches of the same denomination into membership in your 
church? 1 1  Part B is  based on responses to the question : •�ould you 
welcome members of other churches of different - denominations into mem­
bership in your church? "  All respondents indicated that they would 
be willing to accept into membership members of other churches of the 
same denomination , Willingness to accept into membership members of 
other churches of different denominations was almost as great ·with the 
exception of respondents in Areas Dl and IX , None of the cross tab­
ulations for either of these questions indicated significance , 
IV . Future of Area and Church in the Aberdeen � 
What is the future of the small rural church in the berdeen 
Area of South Dakota? Many influences  of the pa.st and present will 
continue to affect the church in the future . The decline of the rural 
community, the out-i-nigration of ople �rom the fa.rm to the cities in 
this nd other sta ·es are two of the negative " nfluences affect: ng 
the rural chU."C'Ch o On the other hand, the increase i11 awareness  that 
the rural church is  in trouble �nd ""Che rea1:tz tion that something can 
and must be done are positive · nfluences for t. .. 1-ie con ·inued. existence 
of the 1ral church alt.hough perJ:1aps ·· n a modified form . 
In orde1, to find out. what the respo:nden s in this study felt 
t e future held for the Aber eon a.1--ea , t_ e ·.r ormo.w..i ties, nd their 
congrega .. ions e. fi 1'"'l series of questions -ra.s as ed. 
TABLE 4,3. --Responses Relating to Welcoming into Membership Members of : A - The Same 








A-I A-III A-IT A-VII A-IX Total 
(N=20) ( N=45 )  ( N=24) (N=O ) (N==99) (N=188) 
Percent 
100 . 0  1 00 . 0  100 . 0  o . o  100.0  
o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  o . o  
100 . 0  
o . o  
Total 100 . 0  100 . 0  100 . 0  o . o  100 . 0  100 . 0  
B 
Different Denomination 
� Geographical Subarea 
* A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
(N=20) ( N=45) (N=23 ) ( N=O) ( N=99) ( N=187) 
100. 0 100. 0 
o . o  o . o  
Percent 
95 .7 
4 . 3  
o . o  
o . o  
99 . 0  
1 . 0  
98 .9 
1 . 1 
100. 0 100. 0 . 100. 0 o . o  100. 0 1 00.0  




Table 411, presents the responses received from the respondents 
on the question : • �iould you say the region served by Aberdeen is 
grO'w:ing ; declining ; or rema.ini11g stable '?"  Seventy-four percent of 
the respondents felt that the region served by Aberdeen was growing , 
and another 20;6 felt that it was remaining s.table o 
TABLE 44. --Population Trends as Perceived by Respondents for the 
Aberdeen Area by Geographical Suba.r a 
Geographical Subarea. 
Trends A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX 'Total. (N=20)  ( lF44) . ( N=24) (N=67 ) (N=99) (N=254) 
Percent 
Growing 75 . 0  79 .5  58 .3 82 . 1  69 .7  74 , O 
Declining o . o  4,5 12 ,5 6 . o  6 . 1  5.9 
Stable 25. 0 16. 0 29 o2 11 . 9 24.2 20. 1 
Total 100 .0  100 .0  100 . 0  1 00 . 0  100 . 0  100 0 0  
P= < , 30 
The data. in Table 45 indicate the respondents ' thinking in re-­
go.rd to the population trends for their communities ,  The general 
picture appears to be one of optimism as reflec ed by the fact tha.t 
51% of the respondents felt their co:rn:muni ties rere growi11g nd would 
continue to do so e1 However , if we look r1..t each ar a ( subarea) indi 
idually we see a. somew at. different si tu.ation e rrhe responden.!-s in 
Area I were a.pprox:im.�tely evenly split :1orig grm· ·h, s ·abj�li ,y P arid 
dee · ne o Forty five p�n.�cent of -!-he rospondents· in Area IV felt that 
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the population trends for . their communities were toward decline. 
The respondents of Area IX were quite confident that the city of 
Aberdeen would continue to grow. 
TABLE 45. -Popula.tion Trends as Perceived by Respondents for their 
Cormnuni tie.s by Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Tr nds A-I A-III A-I.V A-VII A-IX Total (N=19) (N=43 ) (N=20) ( N=56) ( N=96 ) (N=234) 
Percent 
Grm· h in 1 965 
and 1975 21 . 1 . 32 .6 5 , 0 41 . 1 80.2 50 . 9  
Growth in 196 5 & 
s ble in 1975 O o O  7 . 0  5 , 0 12 • .5 8. 3 8 . 1  
Growth in 196 5 & 
Decline in 1975 5. 3 2.3 10. 0 3 ,6 o . o  2.6 
Stable in 1965 
& 1975 36 . 8  25 06 10 , 0  28 .6 3 , 1  16 ,7  
Stable in 1965 & 
Growth in 197 5 5, 3 4,7 5. 0 7 . 1  7. 3 6 .4 
Stable in 1965 & 
Decline in 1975 .5 e 3  4, 7  5. 0 3 .6 o . o  2.6 
Dec • ne in 1965 
& 1975 26 . 3 4 o7  45 , 0  o . o  o . o  6 . 8  
Decline in  1965 & 
Stable in 1975 o . o  11 .6  10.0  3 6 o . o  3 ,8  
Decline in  1965 & 
Growth in 1975 o . o  7 . 0 5 0 o . o  L O  2 .1 
Tot0 100 ., 0 1 00 ., 0 100. 0 1 00 0 100 0 1 00 . 0  
--..--c-.•-... ;.I....-. 
- < 001 
The respon cs to the question : '�'1ha. .aj or provem nts do 
you think congrega·dons .of your· co�nmuni ty need to ake ? 1 1  '"e present, . .,. 
ed in T�ble l� .:i i·Jl ·�1.c the total percen �ages are 1 f .:i.rly close , 
when each aroa is looked t individually , we find the majority of 
respon ents in Area I felt that the spiri ual aspec l,s of the church 
need improving whereas the majority of the respondents in Area IV 
felt that coopera d.on with the comnru.nity and among c hurches was irn­
portant..4 The Chi square analysis of this quest.ion indicated 
significance at the .01 level. 
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TABLE 46 , �1ajor Improvements Congrega· ions N ed to Hake as Indicated 
by Respondents (First Mentioned) by Geograp · c al Subarea 
Geograp tlcal Subarea 
Improvements A �  A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
(N=17 )  (N=37)  ( N==16 ) (N=52) (N=-82) (N=204) 
Percent 
Physical 
Improvements 5 .9 13 . 5  31 . 3 19.2 22.0 19  1 
Spiritual 
Aspects 58 .8 4,8 6 6 , 3 17 , J  28 ,0 29. 9 
Cooperation 17 6 18 . 9  50 . 0  21 .2 24 .  24. o  
Other 17 c 6  18 .9 12 . 5 42 .J 25 0 6  27.0 
Total 100 c 0  100 ., 0 100 0 100 ,0  1000 0 100.0 
� . -� - --
P== .01 
'!'able 47 e2, s with the q_ues· ion: 1 1�•faat, do you thirn the 
fu �ure of your· cong1 .. r..-ga • 011 is , s y · ·en o fifteen yeai-·s fl"Om now? 11 
Seventy--· hree percent of .he respono.:m s felt th--� t.heir cl :urc uould 
c a  egor · zo , sl,in6 of the ccm�on· ·,s r.w.rt by 1 e sponde 11 i::,s to 
�his ques ..:.ion is .given :in Ap-""on � �X D 
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either 1 1grow as a denomination" or "stay about t.he same. " Ten per­
cent of the respondents felt that their church would diminish in size. 
TABLE 47 , --Respondenl,s ' Perception of the Future of Their Congrega­
tions, 10-15 Years From Now, by Geographical Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Future A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A IX Total (N=20) ( N=45 ) ( N=24) (N=65 ) (N=98) ( N=2.52) 
Percent 
Grow as a 
Denomination 2.5 . 0  28 , 9 8,3 52 . 3  74 .5 50 .4 
Stay About the 
Same 40.0 28 . 9 29 .2  27.7 12.2 23.0 
Go Out of 
Existence 15 . 0  11 . 1  12.5 7 , 7  0 , 0  6 03 
Merge With 
Another Cong. 
of Sarne Denom, · 15 . 0  8 .9 4 .2 6 .2  6. 1  7 . 1  
Merge With 
Another Cong . 
of Different 
Denom . o . o  2 .2 8 .3 o . o  1. 0  1 .6 
D:imi.n.i_ �h 5 . 0  20 . 0  37 .5 6 ., 2 4 . 1 10 . 7  
Other o . o o . o  o . o  o . o  2.0 .8  
Total 100. 0 100 c 0  100 .0 100 00  100 ., 0 100 0 0  
� .-. Clallllt!II 
P= ( 001 
Thir·\y-seven arcenl; of he respon,.. en� s in Area IV felt ·l,hat 
their c mrc wo d diminish n 74% of the respon ents in Area IX 
felt that their church vovJ.d gro.i · as a deno!nination 
Table lJ,8 cc:;:npai-·es the place of r sidence ·with \,he respon m:.s ' 
opinion on -'-·he f\1. 1re 01· 0heir congregations e A · g ei. �e:rcen · of 
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respondents in each of th$ three places of residence felt that their 
congregations would gr.ow as a denomination than was expected. On 
the other hand, a higher percent of the respondents in the open 
country/village category and in the to""m category felt the_ir con­
gregations would diminish in the future . 
TABLE 48 , --Church Members ' Opinions of the Future of Their Congrega­
tions, 1 0-15 Years From Now, as Related to Place of 
future 
Grow as a 
Denomination 
Stay About The 
Sa.me 
Go Out of 
Existence 
Merge With 
Ano ·her Cong o 
of Same Denom. 
Merge With 
Another Cong o 
of · fferen . 
Denom. 




- ( 001 
Res dence 




( N=97) ( N=.58) 
Percent 
34 . 0 38. 0 
26 8 34 • .5 
14 .4  3.4 
8.2 6 09  
2 . 1  1 c.7  
14o4 1.5 o .5  
O o O  o . o  
100 . 0  100 c 0  
�t�--� � 
City Total 
( N=97 )  ( N=2.52 ) 
74 o2  .50.4 
12 o4 23 . 0  
O o O  6 .3  
6 .2  7 o 1  
1 .0 1 . 6 
4 . 1  1 0 . 7  
2 , 1  8 
---� 
100 . 0  100. 0  
. er- - .... -:.�• . �--er �.......,.,....... .-
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V.  Results of Analysis 
In keeping with the stated purpose of this study, an attempt 
has been made to identify some .of the attitudes held by church mem­
bers of the Aberdeen area concerning their churches as they now exist 
and . as they may develop in . the future , 
Eight selected hypotheses were used to guide the research , 
The first hypothesis attempted to establish a relationship between 
the dist.o.nee traveled for selected services and the geographical area 
( subarea) of residence o The other seven hypotheses attempted to posit 
some elationship between an independent variable such as geographical 
area ( subarea) , place of residence, length of residence, age,  educa­
tion, occupation, and denomination of the respondent ; and the depend­
ent variable of a.':t,ti tude toward the church o In each case the null 
hypothesis of no difference or no relationship was used in the actual 
research process . 
The results of analysis are as follows -: 
Hypothesis 1 :  Th.ere is no difference in the distance traveled 
for selected services between urban and rural church memberse 
The null hypothesis was rejected in all cases o As shown by 
the Chi-square a,nalysis s there is a significant · fference among the 
area,s as to the di stan e traveled to obtld.n selected c.6rvices o 
Hypot1 es:is 2 :  The geographical area ( subarea) of r·esidence of 
chm�ch members has no effect on their attitudes toward their 
· churches o  
.. 
The null hypothe,sis was rejected when considerer in relation 
to reasons for belonging to -1 $ ch:1 .. 1rch 11 e.t.titudes tm-r,!lrd a.bsorbtion 
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of small rural church, attitudes toward the size of their church, the 
percentage of members attending their church, w:i.lLi.ngness to merge 
with another church of the same denomination, wlllingness to merge 
with another church of a different denomination, improvements needed 
in their church, and attitudes toward the future of their church. In 
all other cases the null hy"pothesis was not rejected (Table 21) . 
Hypothesis 3 :  There is no difference between the attitudes 
of church members living in the open country/villages, and 
towns; and church members living in the city. 
The null hypothesis was rejected when considered in relation 
to reasons for belonging to church, attitudes toward absorption of 
small rural churches, attitudes toward size of church, willingness to 
merge with another church of a different denom.tna.tion, and attitudes 
toward the future r of the church . In all other cases the null bypoth"" 
esis was not rejected (Table 21) • 
. Hypothesis Li, : Length of residence has no e.ffect on a.tti tudes 
of church members toward their church�s o 
The mlll hypothesis was not rejected in a.11 cases o Length of 
residence has 110 sigrrl.ficant effect on the attitudes of church mem­
bers toward their churcheso 
Hypothesis 5 : Age has no effect on tha attitudes of church 
members to·ward their cht.u-ches o 
The null hypothesis wa.s :not rejected : n all cases " Age has 
no sign.ificant effect on the a l,titudes of church members toward their 
churches e 
Hypothesi s 6 :  Form.8.1 ep.ucation s nt, effect on attitudes held 





SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The present study has attempted to contribute toward an under­
standing of the relationships of geographical . subarea ,  place of res­
idence, leng vh of residence, age , education p occupation or social 
position , denomination, and attitudes toward the church and changes 
in the church . Data were secured by personal interviews with a strat­
ified random sample of church members in five of nine subareas in and 
around Aberdeen, South Dakota. 
A theoretical framework was presented utilizing three areas of 
sociology; the social system, . reference group theory and social che.nge 11 
These areas were . . reviewed, delineated, and synthesized in such a man­
ner as to enable the author to utilize them as a structure for the 
study o 
While no previous research was found .deal:i.ng directly with at­
titudes of church members toward their churches ,  several studies were 
cited which were concerned with participation in the church. The de­
pendent variables used in these studies were similar to the dependent 
var ables used in this study . 
A brief history of the .Aberdeen Area M:trrl.st.l'"Y 1 a. demographic 
deso�iption of the area, and a description of the design of the study 
and collection of .• data ··rere presented to acquaint the reeder ·with the 
background of the study , 
The analysis of data was divid�d in1...o four sec ions, each 
I ,, 
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dealing with a corresponding section in the research q-uestionnaire . 
These sections were · as follows : ( 1) background data perta.inil'1g to 
the sample ; ( 2) distance traveled for selected services ; ( 3) attitudes 
of church members toward their churches ; (4) the future of the rural 
church , From the results of analysis it was seen that geographical 
suba.rea, place of residence , and denomination of respondent had the 
greatest effect on attitudes toward the church and the future of the 
churcho Length of residence, age of respondent p education of respond­
ent, and occupation of respondent played relatively minor parts in 
the formation of attitudes of church members toward their churches as 
delinea.ted in this study. 
Keeping in mind that this was an exploratory type study, it is 
hoped by the aut�or that further work 'Will be done · along the lines of 
identifying -the attitudes of rural church members in particular and 
of rural . community members in general toward the church and how it 
can better serve its constituents o  A study ·of the attitudes of the 
members of rural conmrurrl:ties toward their communities in general 
would do a great deal toward giving church leaders gulclance in admin­
istering their programs and helping the rural church regain its past · 
greatness $ A study oriented toward wha.t comraunity 1 eaders such as 
the ministers , ban..l{:ers� and farmers , thin .. '!.c about their community lmd 
its problems would :furnish much needed information in this area o 
There are [j, great number o:f ques 1.,lons tlia.t need to be fmswered 
to ena.ble t. e rural church to again provide the people 1-T.i.th t_ e ser•v­
ices they should · and must have . This_ s '"'udy s only a beginn.i.ncr 
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Bureau of Indian Affairs 
school administrator 
optometrist 




sporting goods ( mmer & manager ) 
gasoline station owner 
postmaster 




zone insurance manager 
assistant manager 














real estate. agent 
school superintendent 
operating room technician 
social security agent 
restaurant 01-mer 
wild life management 
depot agent. 
captain of police force 
refrigeration plant owner 
photo-finishing supervisor 
lmnber ye.rd manager 
,rl1olesale restaurant o�mer 
foreman 
gasoline steJ:,ion manager  
state highway depart.TUent 
bookkeeper 
office \\-rorker 
' I  























brakeman on railroad 
service foreman 
automotive parts salesman 
trailer salesman 
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Distribution of Heads of Household by Age at Last Birthday an 
Geographic·a1 Subarea 
Geographical - Subarsa 
Age at Last · A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX 
Birthday (N=20) (N=45)  (N=24) (N=69 ) (N=99) 
Percent 
18 & 19  o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo 
20 - 24 o . oo 2 . 22 o . oo o . oo 1 . 01 
25 - 29 5 , 00 o . oo 4 , 17 5 .80 8 . 08 
30 - 34 5 , 00 1 1 . 1 1 4 , 17 4.35 15 . 15 
35 - 39 5 , 00 4 .44 20 .83 1 0 . 14 14 e 14 
40 - l4,J..1. 1 0 . 00 20 . 00 20 ,83 1 1  60 1 1 . 1 1  
45 - 49 10 . 00 17 ,78 16 .67 8 , 70 8 . 08 
50 - 54 5 . 00 6 67 12 .50 1 0 , 14 1 1 . 1 1 
55 - 59 30 , 00 8 ,89 12 ,50 1 0 , 14 6 . 06 
60 - 64 1 0 . 00 8 ,89 4 , 17 8 .70 7 07 
65 - 69 10 . 00 11 . 1 1 4 , 17 7 e 25 8 08 
70 - 74 5 . 00 O a OO o . oo 7 . 25 J . 03 
75 - 79 5 00 6 .67 o . oo 8 070 6 . o6 
80 and ove� o . oo 2. 22 o . oo . .  7 . 25 1 . 01 












1 0 . 12 
7 , 78 
8 , 17 
3 .50 
6 . 23 
2. 72 
100 0 00 
Distribution of Heads of Household by Education (Highest Grade · 
Completed) and Geographical Subarea 
Education A-I 
(N=20) 
Less Than 8 o . oo 
8 30.00 
9 - 1 1  20 .00 
12 25 .00 
13 - 15 25 .00 
16 o . oo 
17 or More o . oo 










1 00 . 00 
� uz::::u:u�z:o.e;,. 
Geographical ·Subarea 
A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
( N=24) ( N=69) (N=99) (N=257) 
Percent 
12.50 4.35 2.02 . 3.50 
45 .83 34 .78 10. 10  25.29 
4. 17 23 . 19 6.06 11.67 
25 0 00 20.29 28.28 27 ,63 
4. 17 11  e59 28. 28 19.07 
o . oo 4 .3.5 1.5 0 15 7 .39 
8, 33 1.45 10. 10 5,45 
100. 00 100 . 00 100 .00 100.00 
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Distribution of Heads of Household by Marital Status and Geographicai 
Subarea 
Geographical Subarea 
Marital Status A-I A-III A-Ti/ A-VII A-IX Total (N=20) ( N=4.5) (N=24) ( N=69)  ( N=99) ( N=257 ) 
Percent 
Sing e o . oo 2 , 22 . 8,33 1 .4.5 5 . 05 3.50 
Married 80.00 84.44 87 , .50 86.96 78. 79 82. 88 
Widowed 20 . 00 1 1 11 1 1  o . oo 11 . 59 14 . 14 12 . 06 
Separated o . oo o . oo o . oo o . oo 1.01 . 39 
Divorced o . oo 2.22 4. 17 o . oo 1 .01 1 . 17 
Total 100. 00 100.00 100. 00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Distribution of Heads of Household by Occupation or Social Position 
and Geographical Subarea 
-... ....__. ... �=::=¥::=.::-::n::.......,....... 
Geographical ·Subarea 
Occupation 
or A-I A-III A-IV A-VII A-IX Total 
Social Position (N=20)  (N=45) (N=24, ) ( N=69) (N=99) ( N=257 ) 
Percent 
Profess:1.onal & 
Technical o . oo 6.67 20.83 4 . 35 26.26 14 .4,0 
Managers , Off. , 
Proprietors 10 . 00 8.89 12.50 8 . 70 16. 16 12. o6 
Housewife 10.00 6 067 0 , 00 1 .45 , 4. 04 3.89 
Farmer 70. 00 48 .89 50. 00 46. 38 2. 02 31. 91 
Clerical o . oo 4. li4 o . oo 4.35 1 .01 2 . 33 
Service Workers 
& Operatives .s . oo 17.78 . 16 .67 10 . g1. 35. 35 21 040 
Retired .5 c; 00 6 .67 o . oo 24 0 64 13. 13 1J e2J 
Unemploye� 0 ., 00 o . oo 0 o 00 o . oo 2 .02 . 78 
Total 100 . 00 100 e 00 100 e 00 t OO e OO 100 " 00 100 0 00 
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CONSOLIDATION OF DISTANCE QUESTIONS 
EDUCATION 




farmers • organizations 
fraternal organizations 
women 's  organizations 
INFORMAL VISITING 
RECREATION 
p ayground equiµnent 
s1.rlmming pool 
gymnasium 





cloth .. i.ng 
ftu"'ni tu.re 
VI . SERVICE TR�DE 
a.jor car rep .:- rs 
car maintenance 
farm mac ·· ne"J."Y a es 
f e..r-m mac i: 11er-:1 servlce 
lves-cbc ,. rn.ar �c-l.iing 
grain m rket:ing 
p�oducer coop3r� vos 
consun1er cqppora t:tvcs 
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VII . PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
banking 
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APPENDIX D 
Selected Responses to the Question : "Do you prefer a congregation 
which cooperates with other congregations of the same denomination?"  
YES answers : "Why do you feel that way?"  
Cooperati@ Toward -� Goals 
Work toward sa.i.'11e goal 
Coo·peration is good 
Believe in getting along lvl t.h people . 
More can be achieved through cooperation ; can learn more 
I don ' t feel there are any gro�mds for not cooperating ,�1th 
any church 
It ' s  not the church, it ' s  what you believe 
All working toward same goal 
Cornmunit� Betterment 
Improves community fell_owship 
Neighborly 
Community spirit 
It ' s  a. must that we cooperate with others in a small community 
Gives young people a chance to get together 
Good fellowsh.:i.p results 
It makes a better co1Tu�unity 
Church Betterme� 
Other 
More ideas and services 
Larger church p more friendship s and more money to ope:r.ate on 
Progrru11s benefited by working together in leadership training 
Part of Methodism 
Can ' t  keep so many churches going 
Christian spirit 
Interchange of idea.s 
We will eventually get all of our synods toget,her 
I hD, te cJ.iaues that can ' t nri x 
If it r s  alf right with t.he minister 
Don ' t  know ·ithy Clhouldn ' t ;  not too much done 
r 
I 
Selected Responses to the . Question :  "Do you prefer a congregation 
which cooperates ld th congregations of other denominations 7 1 1 
YES answers : 1 1Why do you feol that way? 1 1  
Cooperation Toward Same Goal 
Ought to cooperate and respect others 
If churches don ' t  cooperate , individuals won ' t  either 
Denomi11a tion not important , beliefs are _portant 
It is what religion is all about - cooperation, sharing 
Cooperation of ideas 
We are" ' t  the only ones right 
It ' s  not the church , it ' s  what you believe 
There is only one God up there and he 's  a hell of a lot 
better than any man-made church 
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All Christians have problems in common. Should work together 
Need oneness somewhere 
Believe in cooperation between denominations and within 
denominations 
Joini:,ly they can accomplish what they couldn ' t  alone 
Communit:y_ Betterment 
Improves conununi ty fellowship 
Better u11derstanding 
Better community feeling if work together 
In such a small community, there must be cooperation , or 
people become split up and nothir1g is accomplished 
When they ooperate they can serve the whole corr.um.mi ty 
Church Be l,terment 
More people �o support t e church 
They will have to cooperate to merge it ' s  coming 
It makes services a · ai able to everyone 
Let r s  not ve disttni ty in church as her is in outside 
world 
Get to meet other people to ge v their ideas so brot. er-
hood 
Gives pao )le a better understandino- of othe1� be · efs s rituals 
Cross meetin� of " deas especially . for young ople 
I hinK :lt 1s goodo 1'foybe tl ey uould see the - · ght 
It · s importa 1t More so in the ft .. ture � n it . s een in he 
past 
Other (Con 1 t) 
Too much made of petty differences 
To a degree . Because of difference in hurch doctrine 
1 13  
Selected Responses to the. Question : 1 1Do you prefer a congregation 
which cooperates 1-tlth congregations of other denominations? "  
NO  answers :  "Why do you feel that way? " 
Beliefs Different 
Don ' t  go along with their beliefs 
Differences of faith are too different 
I don ' t  believe in everything they believe in 
Differences  in doctrines 
Each should believe in mm doctrine 
Conflict Between Denominations 
Too many others against it - causes conflict 
Don ' t  want to offend other denominations 
Might compromise  convictions 
There ' s  too much bickering and fighting 
Isolationists 
Other 
Should all keep to themselves 
No sense in it - serves no people - socialism in it 
I 've never been anything else 
Different budgets - money wouldn ' t  work out 
114 
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Selected Responses to the. Question : "If your church could not 
continue its program because you were unable to obtain the services 
of a full-time minister ,  would you be willing to give up your church 
buildings and merge with another church of the same denomination ? "  
YES answers : · · uWhy? u 
No Other Choice 
If forced into it 
That ' s  all we could do 
Only if necessary 
We would have to merge to keep the church going 
If we had to . I wouldn ' t  struggle along with nothing. We 
have to have church 
Would be hard to give up building - but _ if no other way 
Buildi.11gs Do J!Q.i Matter 
Buildings would do you no good without a minister 
Buildings don ' t  matter 
What ' s  the difference ? . A c hurch is larger than a building 
Builcli.11gs have nothing to do with your faith 
Rather see a part-time minister than close i� down 
Feel too close to ovn1 church, but wouldn ' t  be any use to 
fight it if it was for betterment 
Alrea.gy Being Discussed 
We have already talked it over 
We have been talking about merging for many years 
!Q. Allev:i.ate Sho_tlf::fY·: of .E�1>tors 
There are no yo1..mg fellows going into the ministry """ no 
prea.c er s no church 
In order to obtain a 1inister 
Would rather have r.1e11 of gospel preac 1ing than layHen 
Need a full=tilne individual to fulfill needs of congrega ion 
and wotlld rat.her have pe�"son than uilding 
Bettei-· to go to .:;o:ne church than none t; n.11 
�� �eligion Alive ( Con 1 t) 
Must continue somewhere 
· Going to different church is better than none 
If one isn 't willing to merge , one just drops from church 
and has nothing 
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Better to be affiliated 'With another church than none at all 
� Basic ��ligion 
Would.11 ' t  make any difference 
It ' s  a matter of emphasis. All churches of the same denomina­
tion have the same points of emp asis 
If it ' s  the same denomination, it wouldn 1 t matter 
Financial. Proble� 
Better financially; less burden for pastor 
Less financial burden 
Distance 
Other 
If there was a church at a reaso11able distance . You would 
lose some old members 
Depends where it is 
Depending on ·driving di.stance 
Futile to continue if can 't provide services to few remaining 
members 
I want my kids to have the experience of groups 
A nall church such as v1e have cannot function as efficient 
as it shou..1d 
Good idea 
It would be wise of ,.,he people 
1 17 
Selected Responses to the .Question: "If your church could not 
continue its program because you were unable to obtain the services 
of a full-time minister, would you be willir.,g t.o give up your church 
buildings and merge with anothe:r church of the same denominadon? 1 1 
NO answers: "Wlzy-7 1 1  
Distance of travel - no car 
� to KeeE Our Own Church !!}£/or Minister 
Should try to get another minister 
I wouldn 't  want to give it up because we have_ worked so hard 
Prefer a layman to speak 
Church is Needed in �h,e Conum.url.� 
People want their own church, but we would if we had to 
Don ' t  ·want our conmruni ty 1-ri t.hout a church 
Would Not Like it 
Wouldn 't  work 
I ' d hate to  give it up 
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Selected Re sponses to the .Question : 1 1If your church could not 
continue its progrmn because you were u.ri..able to obtain the services 
of a full-time minister , would you be willing to give up your church 
buildi_ngs and merge with another church of a different denomination?"  
YES answers : '1 1Why? 1 1 
Only if we had no other cho:i.ce 
It will have to come 
Only if another minister couldn ' t  be found 
Only if nothing else were possible 
Ke� Religio� � 
Can ' t  have a preacher, you ' re not going to have a church.  An 
empty chu.rch does no good 
So we could keep on going to church 
I feel we are not worshiping a denomination : but J esus Christ 
Not, wedded to a particula1 .. denomination 
If Doctrines Were Sirn_i_la.r 
If there wasn't too - much difference in the religion 
If Protestant. Better to see some minister than none 
Provided that discipline was in accord with ours 
There ·would be a J.inL-i:t to what chu.rch 9 but having a church­
home ·would be better tha11 none at all 
Alread� EQ_ipg_ Discus sed 
Already doing it - ra. ther see a part-tirne rr.6-n:i.ster than close 
it do1-m 
Seems to work out okay 
In my home town, two denominations merged and they are getting 
along f:i.ne 
Buildings D2. Not Natter 
Buildings wo11..ld do you no goor without a .! nister 
The bu ... i.ld.i.ng isn t t the church 
Distl4.nc0 Fa.ctor. 
--"="'- .�  � ....... 
If th.er.e was e, c.L ur·ch · at. .a reascmB.ble distcJ.nce 
Would want to go to chm·ch - if close enou.g 1 
1:.2!, Better Understanding and Cooperation 
Will benefit both 
If an understanding could be reached 
If they can get along 
• '  
Financial Reasons 
Financial end is realistic 
1 19 
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Selected Responses to the Question : 1 1If your church could not 
continue its program because you were unable to obtain the services 
of a full-time minister , would you be willing to give up your church  
buildings and merge with .another church. of a different denomination'? " 
NO answers :  •�·Jb.y? tt 
111ere is something in every other religion that I can ' t  go 
along with 
Wouldn ' t  work because of different beL\efs 
Because you ' d  be changing religions 
Conflict Between Denominations 
Too many problems involved - financial etc e  
Don ' t  favor merging denominations 
Run into religious conflicts 
Isolationists 
Never gone to any other. Don t t know what they 're really like 
Don ' t  want to m. . i..x churches 
It 1 s difficult to change a life-time 
Always brought up in this faith - want to continue 
We ' d  go . to another town 
Born in me to be Lutheran 
Don ' t  want to give up building 
We would rather ha.ve a layman 
Don 't want our community without a church 
We will ( as members) strive to keep what we have 
Depends .QJ2 .uenom:ina:� 
I could always find a church of my denomination 
It would depend on which other religion 
We would have to study their rules and regulations 
None other here only one Protestant ch1.1rc 1 in town 
No need for it 
Enough around so you wouldn ' t. have to go :i.n with others 
----
...... · .  . : . . . : · .  
1 1  
Selected Responses to the Question :  1�lould you welcome members of 
other churches of the same denomination into membership in your 
church1 1 1  
CO:tvMENTS 
Increase Attendance 
They 're all too small . It wou...ld increase attendance 
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Because we c ould use the members and if they were looking for 
a _ plac e to worship, it would be nice -
Glad.ly o We need them. 
Every church should try to build up membership 
Anyon� is Welcome 
Should welcome them if unhappy in other church 
Anyone is welcome 
Our program is to welcome any and all that want to become 
members 
We have done it 
If Th� Are Willing 
Anyone is  welcome, if they want to come 
If they are interested 
They wo�ld make the decision themselves and we should 
welcome them 
_Christian 1'hl.n'3 To Do 
I uould want to be accep'\�ed i11to another church of the same 
denomination, so I would want to welcome others 
That' s what churches are for 
Depending _Q.!!, Denomination 
Only of the same denomination 
With Repervations 
If they harmor.d.ously participated in church where they came 
from 
If q alified and wonlcln ' t  ba a detriment to church 
Only :Lf it didn I t take them from c'.nother church 
· Selected Responses to the Question : "Would you welcome members of 
other churches of different denominations into membership in your 
church? 1 1  
COMMENTS 
J:ncrea.se Attendance 
To increase the membership 
We ' 11 take all we can get . I 've not always been Lutheran 
Anyone is Welcome 
It would be nice to make this church their home 
Any denomination is okay 
Anybody that wants to join can do so 
Very welcome 
If !}ley Are }{illing 
If they want to become good members 
If they were vrilling to .go along with our doctrine 
If they take instructions 
Depending .2_!l Denomination 
As long as they 1 re Protestants 
If they .had same beliefs 
Chriill� � To po 
Other 
Wouldn I t be much of a church if you wo1..udn ' t  
I consider people pa.rt of the "generaln church 
All worshiping the same God 
If they were honorably released from t.heir church 
Find out why they leave their chi.u�ches first 
If minister went along 1d th :i.t 
No rignt to push people out · 






Selected Responses to the Question : •�lhat major improvements do you 
think the congregations of your community need to make 1 1 1  
COMMENTS 
Physical Improve�e�is 
Need new basement 
More books and elaborate equipnent for Sunday school 
Maintenance of physical plant 
Need a new educational wing 
· More · -- ople encouraged to ·come to church 
· More ministerial visitations 
It could do more reaching out to people who are unchurched 
• Must get closer to the people - more personal contact 
- Need to reach young people more 
Some ministers haven ' t  caught up with times - too conservative 
.._ Get the youth worldng in the church 
"' More membership imrolve�ent 
- La.ck contact with inactive and elderly members 
Coo�ra,llin 
Work together more than they do now 
Get together to solve money shortage 
A little more inter-de11om.ina.tional tmdersta11ding 
Get members to cooperate and get work done 
Stronger youth groups needed 
Forget about themselves and work together to produce friendly 
relationships. Forget about hard feelingo developed in the 
past 
Doing all they can = need more help 
More community spi:d t 
Noth..tng can be done 
More - uillingness to take ofrice and accept let-1.dership 
Doi11g very well and must continue to meet the P- obler,is as 
they arise 
Need i choir 
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Selected Responses to the Question :  •�mat do you think the future of 
your congregation is , say 10-1.5 years from now?"  
COMMEN'rs 
Grow � !.  penorninational Church 
If irrigation comes in 
If town grows 
If they will make an effort to take care of the individual 
member ' s  welfare and fuxnish adequate facilities 
With a resident minister ,  the church would at least remain 
stable 
But I hope they will construct a new building and an educa.,. 
ti.onal unit 
� .QE1 .Qf Existence 
No young people 
Unless the present situation is remedied, the situation is 
bleak 
Relate to community problems 
Merg� With Anot?er Congregation of Sa.me Denomination 
Become more liberal 
Merge With Another CoTJ:'!greg�tio_n of D:i.fferent Denomination 
Merge vr.iJ,h another congregation, different denomination 
whether they like it or not 
Diminish 
Young going out of chiu�ch 
Dimin'tsh immensely 
Grow a little smaller 
Unless church changes doctrine 
B it continue to exist 




OF FIVE NORTHEASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 
I.  Introduction 
1 .  Schedule Number Date Interviewer 
----- ----- -----
2. Interviewee (Mr o ,  Mrs . ; Ydss) ----------------
3. Address County ----------- -----------
4 .  Place of residence : 
___ Open country or village , population to 249 
__ Town, population 250 - 2 ,499 
___ City, population 2 , 500 and over 
5 .  Do you o-vm this place ?  . yes no --
6 .  How long have you lived_ here 7 __ _,years 
7 .  Where else have you lived? ( Place s and what years, limit to 
ten years)  
Town and State Years 
II � Fc).mily Information 




Age Last Present Previous Grade 
Birthday Location Location Completed 
./, 
Ma.rital Church Member 







Areas of Education, Social Activities and Trade . Nam.e the place ( s) 
where the members of your household generally go for the following 
and give - the distance of each place from your home : 
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Name of Place 
Distance 
from Home 
1 .  Elementary School 
2.  High School 
J .  Library 
4. Farmers '  Organizations (NFO, Farm 
Bureau j Farmers ' Union, etc . )  
5 .  Fraternal Organizations (American 
Legion, VFW, Elks, etc .) 
6. Visiting with friends , relatives 
in local area 
7. Women t s  Organizations (Extension 
Club, Ladies Aid, etc,) 
B e  Playground vrlth equipnent 
9 . S-wfonning pool and lessons 
10. Gynmasium (for indoor recreation) 
1 L  Park 
12 11 Youth Center 
13 0 Movies 
14 . Groceries 
15 c  Major car repa..i.rs 
Car ma.:l.ncenanee 
16 0 Farm machinery 
a "  sales 
b e  service 
17 0  Clothing 











Cooperatives ,  marketing , etc o 
a .  Livestock niarket.;i.ng 
b ,  Grain �rketing 
c .  Producer cooperative 
d .  Consumer cooperative 




Population Trends and Area Evaluation 
1 .  What. would you estimate the population of your community to 
be for 19551 :('or 196.5 1 )' for 1975_ 
2 . Would you say the region served by Aberdeen is growing 
declining or remaining stable • 
The Church 
A "  For Church Members 
1 .  What is the na.me of the congregation of which you are a 
member? 
J!rcerviewee 
b .  Denomination __ _________________ _ 
2 o  How far is this congrega.tion from where · you 
live ? _____ miles " 
• 
3 " How· many times in t..lie past.. three months have you attended 
Sunday religious sex· ices in a church ot.her than the one 
to w'.hich you bslong 7 
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a .  What is the name of the church you attend most 
frequently? (If different from church of which you 
, .  
are a member ) 
b. What denomination7 
c. How far is this congregation from where you 
live? miles . 
-----
4, Does your family give money to a church7 ___ yes ___ no 
I.f yes : 
a .  Do you make a yearly pledge to a ·church7___yes __ no 
b .  About how much, on the average, do you give each 
week? $ , 
-----
5 ,  Why do you belong to or attend the church you do? (Ask 
as open-ended question, categorize the answers and rank 
the .first two) 
Cl�ck 
a. 
b e  
C o  
d, 
e .  
fe 
g e  --
h e  
�&S<?.11 
Grew up in it 
Believe it has the best 
I like the people there 
It ' s  the closest church 
It has a. good minister 
It ' s  my denomination 
J oi!1ed husband I s /wife t s  





B .  For ��l respondents 
1 .  Do you tW..11.l.{ small rural churches c ould be abso!'bed into 
larger centr�.lized churches without loss  to rural life 7 
2 o  
) e  
___ yes ___ no , 
a .  I f  no : Why do you think the c!.lurch i s  needed in 
rural communities ?  (Ask as open-end question and 
categorize answers.  Rank first two e )  
1 .  
2. 
4 .  




Improves c ommunity 
Fills spiritual needs 
Provides religious 'education 





Other ( list)_..,... __ �__,_,.,,....,.,___,.,.,.,.._,__ 
Do you think the membership of your congregation is 
. too small ; too large ; about 
right? 
Appro:rimately what percent of the members attend Sunday 
religious services at your church? Cl 
J+ o Do you prefer c l\U"Ches thr1..t. cooperate with churches of 
the · _ _yes ____ no ___ DK 
a .  Why do · you fee·l that way? 
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.5 .  Do you prefer·· churches which cooperate with churches of . 
other denominations ? yes no DK --�- --- ---
a,  Why do you feel that way? 
6 .  · If your church could not continue its program because 
you were unable to obtain the servi•ce s of a full-time 
mird.ste� , would you be willing to give up yo.ur church 
bu.i.ldings and me_rge m. th another church of the � 
denomination? __ _.,yes ___ no ___ DK 
WHY? 
7 .  If your church could not co11tinue its· program because 
you were unable to obta...;_n the services of a full-time 
minister , would you be willing to give up your church 
buildings and merge with another church of different 
denomination? 
WHY? 
____ ,__yes _. --�no ___ DK 
8 .  WouJ.d you welcome- members of other churches of . the sam� 
denomination into membership in your church? __ yes 
___ no ___ DK 
Comments : 
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9 .  Would you welcome 'members of other churches of different 
denominations into membership in your church? ___ yes 
___ no ___ DK 
Comments : 
10. What do you consider to be the three most important 
· problems 'Which this comm.uni. ty faces ? . 
a •  
b. 
c .  
1 1 . Have the congregations . of your cormnuni ty done anything 
in the past year to _ improve these problem situations ? 
___ ye s  _____ no ___ DK 
a. If yes, what have they done ? 
1 .  
2 .  
3 e  
b .  If no , .how do you think they could help to improve 
these problem situations ?  
12 . What, major improvements·  do you think ·L-he churches of y01.1r 
comnuni ty need t.o mn .• <:e ? 
13 . · What do you think the future of your congregation is , 
say ten to_ fifteen years from nm-r? (Ask as open-end 
quest.ion. Categorize answers .) 
c .  
e. 
g .· 
Grow as a denominational church 
Stay about the same 
Decline in membership 
Go out of ·existence 
Merge with another congregation, same 
denomination 
Merge with another congregation, 
different denomination 
Other (list) 
